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G-7 Susimit Continues in London; Details Reported 

Kohl Meet; Bush, haifu 

LDI507 154991 Hambure DP4 in German 1429 GMT 
1S Jul 1 

[Text] London (DPA)—Chancellor Helmut Kohl 
described the agricultural reform planned by the EC as a 
“correct general line.” Government Spokesman Dicter 
Vogel also quoted Kohl at the stari of the economic 
summit in London today as saying that it 1s still possible 
to discuss details. This morning, Kohl held talks with 
President George Bush. The United States 1s one of the 
Strongest critics of EC agricultural policy, which ut 
believes 1s blocking agreement in the GATT negotia- 
tions. Kuhl said that there 1s no alternative to an open 
world trade policy. This also applies to the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe. A failure of the GATT negotiations 
would be a catastrophe for the Third World countries. 
Vogel said that Kohl, in talks with Japanese Prime 
Minister Toshiki Kaifu, urged the Japanese to invest in 
the new laender. He expects an expansion of the EC, first 
to the north and later to the cast, around the year 2000. 
The new laender will then lic in the middle of the 
Community. 

Stresses Aid for East Europe 
AU 1607121191 Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 
in German 16 Jul 91 p 21 

[“hen™ report: “Kohl GATT Negotiations Must Be 
Concluded Successfully” } 

[Text] London—The efforts by the seven leading indus- 
tnalized nations to achieve a successful conclusio of the 
GATT Uruguay Round dominated the start of the cco- 
nomic summit in London on Monday [15 July). Both in 
his bilateral exploratory talks with the heads of govern- 
ment of the United States, Japan, and Italy and in his 
opening statement, Chancellor Helmut Kohl stressed the 
need to achieve a “comprehensive and balanced result” 
by the end of 1991 to guarantee free world trade. In 
agricultural policy, the most recent proposal by the EC 
commission represents a “correct general line.” 

During his first bilateral talk with US. President George 
Bush cn Monday morning [15 July], the chancellor 
stressed that there 1s no alternative to an open world 
trade policy as a precondition for increased help by the 
Western industrialized countnes for the countries in 
Easiern Europe and the Third World. This is the only 
way in which the integration of the reform-oriented 
states in Central and Eastern Europe into the world 
economy can be facilitated. During his mecting with 
Bush, Kohl spoke in favor of shifting the emphasis of 
German-U.S. cooperation from the sphere of defense 
policy to economic or cultural and scientific areas. The 
same applies to increased collaboration in worldwide 
environmental protection, particularly in the preserva- 
tion of the tropical rain forests 
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According to Government Spokesman Dicter Vogel, the 
m..cting between Kohl and the Japanese Prime Minister 
Kaifu focused on issues concerning bilateral trade policy. 
The Japanese Government 1s making efforts to sicadily 
reduce its trade surplus with its main trading patincrs. 
Kohl used the talk with Kaifu to urge the Japanese to 
invest in the new lacnder. The former GDR will be one 
of the most modern industrialized countnes in the world 
in a few years’ time. Japanese enterprises should partic- 
ipate 1© a great cxtent in this modernization process, 
Kohl pointed out. Kaifu also described such a commit- 
ment as economically and politically desirable, because 
the tormer GDR will soon no longer be situated on the 
fringe but in the middie of the EC which will one day be 
expanded to include the Eastern European countries. 

Both in his talk with Kaifu and in his opening statement 
at the beginning of the summit talks on Monday after- 
noon, Chancellor Kohl stressed that the FRG 1s currently 
making a seizable contribution to overcoming the slack- 
ening growth that p-evailed worldwide in 1990. In the 
wake of German reunification, the western part of the 
FRG has expenenced a continuing economic upswing— 
with a remarkable positive impact on economic growth, 
employment, and incom. s. However, the situation con- 

cerning the reconstruction of the former GDR 1s as 
difficult as expected, he stated. Nevertheless, the first 
clear signs of progress in castern Germany's cconomy 
can be noticed only about nine months after the comple- 
tion of Germany's political unity. Kohl told the Japanese 
prime munister that he will reduce the current high level 
of borrowing, which 1s necessary to cover the budget, as 
quickly as possible. The stability of the German mark 
continues to be the primary goal of Bonn’s economic and 
financial policy. Referring to the problems linked with 
the indebtedness of the Third World, Kohl supported the 
French proposals for a far-reaching debt relief of the 
poorest among the poor natrons (n the Third World. In 
any case, the raternational debt strategy must be further 
developed at the London summit. Kohl stated that he 
also wants to achieve progress concerning the export of 
weapons and military equipment. After the negative 
expenences of the Gulf war, all industrialized nations 
must accept their responsibility for the peaceful 
exchange of goods. For this reason, the group of the 
seven heads of state and government should be willing to 
take an initial step toward an increased harmonization of 
national export regulations. 

It was not yet clear on Monday afternoon to what extent 
the German high interest rate policy will influence the 
economic talks on Tuesday [16 July). The United States 
hinted that they would like to put this topic on the 
agenda. Whereas, in US. view, all great industrialized 
nations are trying to overcome the recession by pursuing 
a moderate interest rate policy, the most important US. 
trading partner in Europe of all countries 1s pursuing a 
high interest rate policy because otherwise 1 would not 
be able to cope with the burdens of German reunifica- 
tion. The argument of the Federal Government that the 
Bundesbank 1s complctely independent in its monctary 
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tomorros. which will also commit the G-7 to bolstering 

the role of the L nuted Nations and clamping down on the 
imicrnational arms irade. 

Oitials trom all the delegations were likely to be 
working mto the night on the final wording of the 
document. while the government leaders continued their 
talks over dinner at the Tower of London 

Senior Britush sources maimtained thal progress on 

dratting the political declaration was going very 
smoothly. although a hiccup appeared to have occured 

over proposals for a register of arras deals designed to 
prevent another build-up of weapons hike that in Iraq. 
Mr Mayor has been pressing hard for such a monitoring 
system. but the French are said to be against new 
machinery under the auspices of the G-7. Britain tonight 
accepted there were problems still to be woned out, but 

there was confidence of a successful outcome 

Meanyshile, the Soviets, preparing to mect the group 
leaders for the first treme together, had thei problems 

too. Radical coonomrst Grigory Vaviinskiy, who drew 

up a plan for ecconomac reform with the help of Harvard 

Unversity on the United Sates, was messing from the 
party m London. Hes ideas are not thought to feature 
significantly mm the more conservative 22-page blueprint 
submitted on advance by Mr Gorbachev for consider- 

atron by the summit, and a Sovict spokesman said the 

economist had staved at home “for personal reasons” 
(ine of the mar tasks of the summit—which brings 

together Bruiam, the United Sates, Japan, Germany, 

France. Italy and Canada, plus the EC —1s to decnde how 
to respond to Mr Crorhaches's overtures 

He arrives tomorrow night ready to met the sumit heads 

of government on Wednesday. Betore the talks he will 
lunch with Presedent Bush, and speculation grew today 

in London that thes might produce a spectacular pact to 

cul Sratege arms. A resolution to the protacted arms 

negotiations came close at the weekend, when the US 
and Sovict foresygn ministers met in Washington. Presi- 

dents Bush and CGrorbaches have ton ther power to set 
the seal on a deal 

Mr Mayor toda) tormally welcomed the heads of govern- 

ment, ami foregn and finance ministers. to histori 

Lancaster House for ther opening session of talks. A 
fleet of limewwnes delhvered the delegates from the 

t nited Mates, Crermany, Japan, and Italy. plus represen- 
tatives of the European Community. But French Presi. 

dent Francors Metterrand arrived last—as usual at sum- 

mits—atier prewaptiong a security alert by deciding to 

take an afternoon stroll, He arrived at Lancaster House 
on toot. Security sources sand that with London om the 

grip of a high-security alert im case of Irish or Middle 
bast guernila attacks on the summit, they did not appre- 
crate Mr Motterrand’s walk. The French leader, who rs 

Staying at the nearby Ritz Hotel, was 10 minutes behind 

Presedent Bush's motorcade, but was greeted warmly by 
Mir Major 
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Then the G-7 leaders set out their priorities in a round of 
opening addresses. The Prime Minister expressed the 
hope that the summit would proclaim the building of a 
world partnership and the strengthening of international 
order. He sant “We must fashion our own policies so 

they reinforce progress toward [words mdistinct] Mr 
Gorbachev. the Prime Minister conceded that the Soviet 
leader was trying to achieve reform and was moving in 
the mght direction. “lt rs nght, therefore, that we should 
mvite him to meet with us here after our maim summit 1s 

over, and look casctully al the proposals and practicali- 

ties of what 1s being pul to us by the Soviet Union” 

Britain and other delegations have been less than 
impressed with the contents [words mndrstinct] 

Soviet special envoy Yevgeny Primakovy warned betore 

the summut began that hrs country faced a risk of “social 
uprising” if Western countries do not provide. The 
Sovict Union had only just begun the move toward a 
market coonomy. which would be a long process. The 
West could help smooth the transition by providing 
consumer goods to offset the mpact of price rises. But he 

declined to claborate on what the Sovect Union wanted 
im the way of and. saying he did not want to go into 
details 

Help for the Sovicts was discussed by Chancellor 
Norman Lamont and hrs Japanese counterpart Ryutaro 
Hashimoto on talks ahead of the formal summut discus- 
sions. Mr Lamont was in optimistic mood about cco- 

nomic prospects later when he charred the finance min- 

isters: section of the opening session. He made ut clear he 
thought the worst of the recessson—which particularly 
hit the UK. United States and Canada—was past and 

repeated hes conviction that recovery would be under 
way by the end of the vear. The summit 1s determined to 

st the groundwork tor sustainable ecnomic growth with 

hitth or no onflatwon. Mr Lamont arrived at the talks with 

the best inflation record sence the last annual summit, in 

Houston, Texas (nly on the UK 1s the rate of price rises 

lower thes vear than last. although it has been achieved at 

the cost of recession and growing umemploy ment 

The Houston summit called for a successtul conclusion 
to the latest rownd of negotiatoons on freer world trade 
under the auspices of GATT. the General Agreement on 
Tarrits and Trade. by the end of 1990. That attempt at 
giving the talks an authoritative political shove tailed, 
and the London summit ts hoping 1 will do better 

Hashimoto Announces Pledge 

OU 1607028097 Teohyo AVODO in Eneiich 280° GMI 

1S Jul 91 

[Narite Ohta report] 

{Text} London, July 18 (KY ODO)}—Japanese Finance 
Minister Rvutaro Hashimoto promised Monday to 

enhance the transparency of Japanese stock exchanges in 

the wake of stock scandals involving Japan's tour biggest 
securities houses im an attempt to regain confidence 
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among individual stock investors. The pledge was made 
al a mecting of finance ministers from the United States. 
Britian, Japan, France, ltaly, Germany, and Canada at 
the tirst day of the London coonomic summit 

“It's unpleasant to talk about the scandals to you.” 

Hashimoto said 

The big four securities companics—Nomura, Nikko. 
Yamaichi, and Darwa—are under criticism for having 
“unclear” business relationships with underworld gang- 
Sters and for compensating favored clents for stock and 
bond trading losses. The Finance Ministry will cooperate 
with investigations into the links between Nomura and 
Nikko and gangster groups and 1s studying legis! ston 
which prohibits compensation. Hashimoto said 

He said the Japanese cconomy remains steady. led by 
Steady domestic demand and receding inflationary pres- 
sure. 

Recent expansion of the country’s trade surplus, Hashi- 
moto said, resulted mainly from the strong yen and lower 
crude oil prices. The trade surplus for June rose 8.9 
percent from a year before to 7.26 billion dollars. while 
the surplus for the first half of 1991 rose 26.3 percent to 
32.3 billion dollars 

UN Revival May Give Japan Bigger World Role 

OW 1607123891 Tokvo AYODO in Enelish 112° GMT 

16 Jul 91 

[Narito Ohta report] 

[Text] London, July 16 KYODO—The sudden vigor and 
respect which the United Nations acquired during the 

Persian Gulf crisis that was reflected in Tuesday's polit- 
ical declaration at the London summit may smooth the 

way for Japan to play a bigger role mn world politics. 
Japanese officials sand. The declaration, released by 
British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd on the second 
day of the three-day London summit of seven cconomn 
powers, called for the post-Cold War era to be guided by 
a reborn UN 

“The revitalization of the United Nations will offer a 

good opportunity for Japan to gain a higher profile on the 
world political scene.” sand a semor Japanese Foreign 

Ministry official traveling with Prime Munister Toshiks 
Kaifu 

Japanese officials hope a more assertive LN. would help 
Japan fulfill its international obligations and free it from 
necessarily aligning its foreign policy with the United 
States. Tokyo hopes an expansion of the UN. role will 
lead to Japan becoming a permanent member of a 
restructured UN. Security Council, reflecting changes on 
the international power structure 

The call for a greater UN centered foreign policy 1s 
particularly strong among leaders of Japan's ruling Lib- 
eral Democratic Party (LDP). “The feeling within the 
LDP 1s that Japan should use its role on the LN. to free 
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itself from political subservecnce to the Unined States.” a 

Japanese political commentator sand 

Japanese Foreign Minister Taro Nakayama indicated 

this 1s what the government has m mind when he noted 
recently that Artxle 10 of the Japan-lS. Security 
Treaty, the keystone of thew relatvonship, umplics a 
collective security system under the UN. could eventu- 
ally replace the pact 

While precipitating the sudden rise of UN. authority, 

the Gulf crises underlined the absence of an independent 

foreign policy in Japan, which was severely cretecized by 
the United States and its main coalition alles for its slow 

response to the coalition war cflort 

“The lack of Japan's own foreign policy during the Gulf 
war was surprising given its heavy dependence on oil 

from the Middle East.” sand Kowhi Hasegawa. general 
manager of the Overseas Research Department at the 
Petroleum Association of Japan 

The Middle East supplies more than 70 percent of 
Japan's ou! needs, which rely almost totally on umports 

Hasegawa sand Japan “missed a good opportunity to gain 

confidence among Arabs” after Kaitu’s government gave 
in © Opposition pressure and dropped a plan to send 

noncombat military forces to assist the coalitvon aligned 
against lrag. The Japanese Government succeeded only 
to send four minesweepers and two support ships to help 

clear mones land by Irag mm the Gulf—three months after 

the wa ded 

Citing Japan's lmited and belated response, the Inter- 
national institute for Strategx Studies. a prominent 

London-based think tank. sand 1 a recent report Japan 1s 

unfit to be a world leader. The annual report, released 
last month, said the Kaitu cabinet found itself treading a 
very delicate line on response to the Crulf crrses, caught 
between critvcrsm abroad that Japan was prepared to 

give moncy but not to shed blood, and accusations al 

home it was merely tocong the US. line 

“The prospect for Japan berg seen as a serious partic 

pant in the international arena, with a possible role asa 

permanent member of the | N. Security Council, has 

been dealt a blow.” the report sand 

In addition to staking a claim to permanent membership 
on the council, Japan also hopes to remove the stigma of 
being ideniified as an “enemy state” mn the LN. Charter, 
the legacy of Japan's role in World War IL Although 
Japan has campaigned for deletion of the UN. clauses 

over the past year, Tokyo realizes ot will take tome. “You 
cannot see a change of the matter within a year or so.” 

said a Japanese official 

Meanwhile. pressure vs burlding up within the country 

for the government to reshape its LON. policy 

The LDP teh stung during the Cull crises because 
Washington kept Tokvo om the dark about its war plans 
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despre Japan's status as a close ally and that « contrib- 
uted 11 bilhon dollars to the alhed war effon plus 2 
bilhon dollars in cconomuc assistance to three crrsis-hut 
frontline states. Participation in U.N. operations like 
ccasefire surveillance, medical service, and refugee relief 
could give the Japanese military a good opportunity to 
act on its own, outside the US. shadow, the official said 

EC Farm Reform Faces Opposition in Coming Talks 

AU 1307095091 Paris AFP in English 0608 GMT 
13 July 91 

[Ghraham Brown signed report “EC Farm Reform 
Plans Expected To Get Rough Ride From Minusters™] 

[Text] Brussels, July 13 (AFP)}—Plans to reform the 
European Community's subsidy-rich agncultural poli- 
cies are capected to gct a rough mde from a meeting of 
EC agriculture ministers here on Monday. The plan. 
which was approved by the EC's cxaccutive commission 
last Tuesday [9 July}. has already been criticised by some 
countnes as crcessively brutal and by others as not goung 
far enough 

The reform 1s axed on a 35 per cent cut i cereals support 
prices over three years, along with smaller price cuts for 

other farm products, plus gencrous compensations for 
farmers. Its main aim is to reduce huge community 
surpluses of cereals, beef and dairy products by paying 
farmers for producing less rather than more, and placing 
more emphasis on environmentally -frendly farming and 
conservation. 

But diplomats predicted Friday that France and Cier- 
many would attack the price cuts as too catreme, while 
Britain would claim they were too temid and that com- 
pensation payments were unfairly biased in favour of 
small farmers. French Agriculture Minister Lows 
Mermaz said this week that the commission's plan was 
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“excessively brutal”. an opimon previously aured by hus 
German colleague, Ignaz Kicchie. Polnscally-powerful 
farmers organisations in France, Brita. Italy. Beigewm 
and the Netherlands were also quack to reyect the plan, 
many of them saying that farmers were being sold out to 
appease American pressure 

EC farm subsedecs have been held widely responsbic 
outside Europe for preventing progress mm trade lrberal- 
sation negotiations under the Uruguay Round of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). An 
EC undertaking to cut is overall subsidy programme by 
30 per cent was not cnough to prevent collapse of the 
negotiations at a conference here last December that was 
supposed to result in a mayor trade agreement 

One diplomat sand Friday that the commuession’s reform 
proposals might make possible a %) per vent cut m 
subsidies. but nothing like the reductions demanded by 
the United States and other agricultural countries 

The plan. crafted by EC Farm Commissioner Ray Mac- 
Sharry. 1s somilar to proposals made carleer this year 
which were reyected by nearly all the EC countries. lt was 
criticised by northern European countres—Britaim, the 
Netherlands and Denmark—for allocating too much 
compensation moncy to small farmers and not enough to 

the big farming businesses of these countries 

Mr. MacSharry has now gone some way to redress the 
balance, which 1s likely to prowoke the anger of the EC's 
Mediterranean members—Spain, Portugal and 
Greece—which have a preponderance of small farmers. 
But a Britesh diplomat said that the tug efficeent British 
cereals farmers would still suffer the most if the latest 
plan was adopted He sand that the Mediterrancan 
farmers were not being asked to bear a faw share of 
reforms, and that such products as frunt and vegetables, 
wine and sugar were not affected by price cuts. Many 
months of hard bargaining are expected before EC 
ministers agree on the agricultural reforms 
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Vranitzky Views G-7 Sammit, Aid for Gerbaches 

41 1607111491 Vienna 17 on German 16 Jal Yi p 4 

jintervecw with Chancellor Franz Veanstvhys by Peter 

Pelmka, place and date not given) 

[Text] [Pelnka] Mr. Chancellor, the seven most pow. 
cttul politicians of the world will megotiak wath Mebhasl 

Crorhaches on coonome and for the Sovect U mon m 

London tomorrow. What prospects are there om thes 
respect” 

[Vranstzky] We do not want to give advice, but we want 
to Say something from the vicewpornt of a cowntry that 

knows the Sovect tmon and the Eastern European 

reform staves particularly well. 1 do mot beheve of rs good 
poly to agree on and musures for the Sovect U meson 
only aticr tar-rcacheng reforms om the direction of the 

market coonomy have already been rmetiated We should 
mut overrate the possbuletecs that Crorhaches has om hes 

cowntry He has cnough opponents there whe want to see 
the reform process decetcrated of stopped Wf Cron. 

haches 's wish for financial cooperatren turned down 

abroad. be will be sent hack to the oppements of reform 

and will be forced to pursec thew course 

[Pelomka] Those who reyect and hold the view that we 
Showld bet the Sovect U mon drwntegrate. rather a calam 

hows end than an endless calamity 

[Vranetzhy] | thenk the West showld give and to the 

central state because there 1s #0 alternative. crther to the 

central state of to Crorhaches. however, and qrest be teed 

to conditons related to demacracy and the market 

coonem,s. Some sort of decentrahvation «= hownd to 

come. We must be carctul and prevent ( betarks from 

appearing on the scene everywhere on the Sovect U meon 
we must take care thal satronalest clements not gam 

ground there 

(Pelvmka] The market coonemy has not been omple 
mented on the Sovect U man 

[V ranet7hy| All serrows coomomrets agree that you cannot 

miroaduce the market coomemy by decree, and even bew 

«) m a cowntry that has never had seach a system 

Whenever | have had talks there on prev atizatron mea 

sures, | told my partners that thes ms all very well, bet 

where are the caprtalests’ It all cortannly takes tome. and 

without ard there ms posit) even blew tome to carry owt 

reform plans We the Austrians showld waderstand that 

partrecularly well We also mtredeced the market 

coonomy following 1945. but we had supporteng mea 
sures for many vears. and we were alle to tel) on 

mtctnatronal an! such as wage price agreements, special 

exchange tates, and the Marshall Plan 

[Pelenta] So vou agree with the Crorman postion on the 

(+7? moeetong rather than with the lananecse postron” 

{Vranitzhy| Please do not view of thes way becom 
mherwie some people ill suepect pan eormannem 

again 
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Chancellor \ ranitzhy Views Policy on SFRY 

0 PSOCTS 28907 Leena PROFIL on German 15 Jal 91 
pr ildd 

jIintervecs with Chancellor Franz Vranetzky by Hubertus 
( vernon and Josct Votz:. place and date not given] 

[Excerpt] (PROPIL] Mr. Chancetior, Austra has born 
sharply cruscuzed. above all by France. for its policy 

toward Vupgosiavea. of rather Slowema. Even Forcgn 
Minmtcr Roland Dumas who ms known to be an Austro- 
phile, has crvtecized Ausina’s enflucnce on Slovema with 
unusual force Some diplomats om the Foren Moenestry 
fear that the cxarsteng reservatvons on France about Aus- 
tras momberstep om the £C could morease as a result 

[Vranetzky] | do mot themk that Austria's opportunrtiecs 
regardong the EC well be affected. The 12 EC cowntnes 
are fot always om agreement on certam matters. om thes 

case, Vuposlavia 

[PROP | France « apparently concerned that the Crcr- 
manlanguage ax will be morcased with Austria's Fé 
membershup—aborc all because Ceormany and Ausina 

pursec an almost nlentecal polwy toward V uposiavia 
compared to the rest of Europe 

[Vranetzkhy|] When | subrmettied Austria's apphcatron for 

metmhershap on the FC) Ll was repeatedl, comtronted with 

the questron “Is Austria now the therd Crcrman state” 

At that teme. the GDR stell canted Me ansecr was 
always “Austra 1 got the therd (rerman state, but the 

fst and only ustream state ~ (her cowntry has pursecd 
its own poly. and we can calmly repect every reproach 

of “pand scormannwm” of “Tewtonmn hegemony ~ 

PROM IL) In additven to sheptnnm about current 

events, there «© additonal sheptirnm on pronceple m 

trance In recent months, French diplomats have repeat 

ediy appealed to thew Awwrian counterparts to make 

comederaite ctforts to chimmnate basi resers atoms to the 
expansion of the Eeropean Community 

|Vranetvhy| These are om =. edeal opens. the substance 

and wgmifxame of wlach | cannot check Vow are 
certannl) oght on onc pornt ft has always been #0 

Hhusen to heheve that Austria's road to the EC) would be 

cas. teret,. becawee mpternal factors m the €¢ have 
hooome very strong—tactors such as pelrtrcal wmron. the 

commen forgn polny. and coonemn and monctary 

wmonm—where the | > have comuderable prottcms with 

cach other, and. scoond becaww outede developments 
now also omfluence the entere system —des clopments 

wih as Vugowavia Then 199) who knows whether we 
will he faceng a problem om 1993 that we cannot product 
tulay We koow that the French have latent resery atrons 

or “Yhewk audi)” about whether or not the PC should 

be capamded The Swedes of other cowntres that may be 

imteresicd on pormeng the EC well also cope woth ot past ar 
we do 
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[PROFIL] The speed and the mam pounts of emphasis of 
Ausina’s policy on Yue oslavia have also been comsder- 
ably at msuc within the Austrian Government. io the 

ECs vecw, would Austra be mm a more difficult postion 
if Erhard Busch had taken part m th wmdependerce 
ceremomes m Lyubhana. 45 planned. whech would, of 

course, have been noted weth particular aticntion om the 

European state chancellercs” 

[Vranstzky} He did not go there anyway 

[PROFIL] Ves, but be was almost on hes way. Ne had the 
tecket om hes pocket. Did you take ut away from hem. of 

[Vranstzky] 1m these times, fos not absolutely neces 
sary to have a ticket 

[PROFIL] How hard ded you have to try to prevent the 

new vice chancellor and the former foregn minister 

from recognizing Slovema’ 

[Vranitzky] it 1s probably enproductive for yournalrsts of 
I tell them that a government must simply keep certain 

maticrs on micrnal procedures to itseclt 

[PROFIL] You have been critnized yoursell for 
adopting too passive an attytude im comme ction with the 
entire Yugoslav problem Om this occawon. the oppow- 
thon recalled—in connection with the revebetonary 
change om the GDR and the CSPR—that up to the law 
moment, you met primarily with the representatives of 

the old regemes. specifically chicfs of government Hans 
Modrow and Ladislav Adame: 

[Vranitzky] Thes reproach m probably one of the weakest 
that | have ever been confronted with My conta’ with 
Hans Modrow—we met terce—was contact with some 
badly who om reality took the first step to break the 

Honecker and Krenz regeme. He was the first to nego 
trate with Kohl on behall of the GDR. li 1s not up to me 

to bund wreaths for Modrow. In my view, however, at 
that tome and im the situatvon at that me Medrow 

really was a interlocutor who was not so unimportant for 

Ausina As for Mr. Adamec, my relations with him were 

almost hostile because | wrote him a letter telling hom 
that he should release Havel, who was imprisoned at that 
tome. Nobody else did that. First he sent hes foreign 
minster, Johannes, who tried to give me a proce of hes 
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mend, asking moc who | thourtt | was to lecture Adamex 
on Havel’s ccleawe. Then | invited Adamec here and had 
a controversial cescuswon with him. Two wecks later, be 
released Havel 1 do not know whether that took place at 
my mvtuative, however, | had beticr thengs to do than to 
give newspaper mmtervecws and demand that Mr. Havel 
must be released. By the way. the poopie m the Freedom 
Party of Austria also reproached me for having met with 
Modrow. but m doug so always sand Arcaz. thes 
showing that thew education « not always sufficrent to 
voce Crim 

[PROPFIL; Does that mean that you are not atrand of 

having backed the wrong horse on the meuc of Vugo- 
Slavia” 

[Vranstzky| Regardeng the neue of Yugoslavia, we ded 
not back any horse-—afier all, thes ms not a question of 

horses. We did what had to be done, which means that om 
a phase precedsng the current development, we maim. 
tarned contacts with representatives of the central gov- 

crament and with those of the republics. Messrs. Kucan 

Peteric, Pucnsk, and Tudyman were here, as were others 
That normal om a tome of transition, and regrettably I 
cannot worry about whether people comsder this nght or 
wrong 

|PROFIL) Foregn Muenster Alon Mock beheves that 
Siovwensa and Croatia will be recognized betore the end of 
thes year Do vou share his view” 

[Vranetzky| That may very well be powssble The repre- 
mative of the Slovenes m Austria. Smotic, has also 

made statements to thes effect. | do not themk that thes ms 
such an exclusive option among the posshilities and 
methods that can be used. There are very many other 
methods that must be emploved to win the support of the 
mternational community for the Vugoslay peoples We 

do not have to solely consider recognition. Granted 
recognition 1s of emportance, however, 1 may be over. 

estymated om thes way. Therefore, when people call for 
recogmitren om a very emotional way—and | undersiand 
that—we should mot cherish the Hluson that probicrns 

can be solved by such one-sided recognition oF by 
Ausinia playing the role of tranblazer, Nothing will be 
wived We do not know what reactions such a step 

would touch off among the warring partics in \ upo- 

Slavia [passage omitted] 
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tad to RSA Sanctions ‘wen us Positive Signal 

(1 1607! 5800) Hamster 1 1# UST on Gormas 
LP, 

[Fritz Worth core -mtar-y “Seenal to South Afnca™) 

in } urigK 

Among thc 

retorms and 

[Text] An cra rs comung io an cnd—not onl 
and Awa. bul fimails om Sowth Afreca alo 

recent changes om thes work!’ that led to 

heiped politecal reason to wer: « the clomenation of the 

apartherd SVSiCM™ BR COPY OF The ret picasant ck chop. 

ments 

Thanks to the cour agiuias 2 dec) of reformer Willem de 

Klerk. South Afrace has >: “ated welt from is own. 

mace wolathon The wer)! «orm bodes out os hand to 

this Sate and is curt wwe of thew color 

Yesterday the men of th emecment ded wo 

tol, ywed ty the LS. Pressals “© has ited coonomn 

sanctions against South Africa 

t % UPyts 

George Bush's gesture «s both a reward and an cnoow 

agement—a rewaic tor reforms “ot whech we ded not 

dare to dream.” as he stated vesterday However. a ns 
alo an cHoouragc ment Heo to Stop on that path now 

because the reforms cannot be Comuderced compicte wrtyl 

the colored people om that Cownt, » 

and equal rights 
crimes full ck rw Taln 

Bush's decrsion 1s not undisputed ( anada s Prime Mien 
wier Mulroney refused to support the step vesterd, » 

Hrs crvtecs on ongress accuse hem of actong om the sare 

way asin the Cralf’ Me has given up the most important 

weapon im the struggle against apartherd too carly. they 
claim 

ht would mndeed be stuped and tragn if the Govecrmment 
m South Afnca mrwnderstaad Bush's pesiure om thes 

way. However, as a maticr of fact. the powwbeltees for 

the South Afra an Ceovernment to retwrn to the past are 

hmted The reforms have reached a Sage at whech thes 

have become irre. creek 

vemvierday who hemughnt for human ryehts om Sowth Afra 

ke 90 other |S. pressdent Jem, ¢ arter He demon 

Mratively supported Croorge Bush's pestur 

Thess was comfirmed hy a man 

AGB Recruiting Former State Seceriiy Agents 

LDIG0 094901 Berlin ADS 18 German OF HOM) 

lt Jul 9! 

[Text] Berlin (ADN}—The KGB os bering former Min 
wiry of Mate Security agents who are still working 

undetected mn the old laender The AGB is aleo tryene to 

win over thew costrolling officers Eckhart Werthehach 

president of the Federal (iffice for the Protection of the 
(C onstitutivon, has sated this on an enters sow on the latest 

edition of Si rt be li 11 We hoow that th Kish 

larecting full-toeme state secur “ewrkers§ | hew ateu 

ments You used to control agents bere oF there before 

why do vou not do ut now for ws’ Th are derecthy 

addressing former state security agents” Werthehach 

sand 
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The (fie tor the Protection of the Constivtietm o 

pursumg | .<¢S0 trans leading to agents. “These mnchock 
small-time agents. who have photocopied tcicphom 

hooks. bul also Deg-teme oncs in politics. indusiry. and 
the multtary”. Werthehach reports 

In connection with the establishment of offices for th 

protection of the Coms “tutron m the ncw lacndecr. th 

present refers to the dangers from icft and mght 
‘Right wing catremists from the old lacnder arc tm ong to 

garn a foothold om castern Goermany. They have formed 

natronal. arca. or distract associations Onc showld not 

however, that the hard core coments of ahout 2 (HK) 
people who are planning and supporting myulrtant 
ac Teorrs 

Werthehach goes on: “There os the hard core of forme: 

Socualest Unity Party of Germany people and staf! of the 

mass organizatoonms There 1s a comsedcrable number sti!! 
of convinced C ommunists and Mararsts. who are really 

extremists mm terms of our law on the protection of th 
Coastituthon. These people have not undergone anny 
change at all” 

Japanese Make Berlin F conomic Base for | wrope 

16 7500125791 Hamture DIF UELT  Germar 

'SJul Vinpl 

("DW report “Japanese Move to Berlin” | 

| Text) Berion— The Japanese coonomy plans to establish 
an industrial center for Ceermany and * wrope in Berton on 

the neat 10 to OO years. The present of Japan's 

Chamber of Industry and Trade, Hirotaka Hetepucty 

Mated m 2a wmterveew woth BERLINER WOORGEN 

POST that “London has vccased to be the center of 
lapanese coonomec activites om Europe Berlin will 

asurne thes role now ” The estabiishmen of a Crorman 

lapanesc trade center with an mnvestment volume of SOO) 

miihon Ceorman marks «= planned now Mars-t meets 
Square on central cast Berton 

North Rhine Westphalia S capital Ducswscldort what 

has so far been the wndinputed center of the Japancw 

coonomy m Crermany, well bose ts wepnifnxance How 

ever, until the necessary onfrastructure is av arlate om the 

capital, Duesseldort will nema the center of lapancs 

trade, Hetmguchi stated 

Genscher Meets With Colombian ( ounterpert 
TPT) Berlin IDS on terme 111 OV 

1? dul 9 

[Text] Bonn (ADIN) —in talks with bes C olomiman cow 

terpart. Lun bermando Jaranullo Correa. Foregen View 

met Hans-Dietrech Crenecher emphasized the Mec ests 

om emternatonal cooperatron om fightong the drug trad 

During the cachange of opemeonin Bonn today the gucst 

brected the Geerman foreign munintcr on ( olomimna’s 
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Wess said that th helw x3 ‘ frye A 

1990 was only pos hy ‘ thyyer vo TTY , , ; 

moderate collect ge mecreases. “Now th 

facing d larg il ne 1aSh TOT’ 1 ‘ “Aa 

lyransicr resources | nN sic! tscrmany it aster ugl ' } 

Germany, the trade unions call for the redistribution of ‘ 1 

profits from th ¢ working peopk he Bund 
i ‘a 

Weiss admitted that it was U pul SCTVICE § rand 8 BDI 

the Federal Governn ni al ncluded collective agres iM 

ments On Salary and wags ms ' percent thes + ‘ 

vear, and thus bad ry gt entire wage pe , of , 

1YY1. “It 1s abso nNpossiPliec thal tre publi SsceTV WY ees 

should pla’ a iad clive Waec neegolia 

tions. It has so mar hal it must not pl 1 such me f ' ; 

a role.” Wess added it Uf alct Of 1ODS and the “ ' 

comprehensive network of allowances in public ser . 

which do not exist i} its ny. have notata _ ' Je \ - 
vA | rma ' \F 

been taken into a nt 

The BDI! pl Sid ] Pe | lf }!? pin Nery Li il <q Ec ‘ if : \\ e« 

Transport Worke: ly 1 af hairperson, Mrs Rerly: Saal , 

Wulf-Mat! cs. always WAG } st iferously about . 

solidarity with t ist German workers, but pra ' | , 
ticed such solidarit s inan others pb ihe wag | 

agreement \ 

lina 
Weiss 1s: pposed lustrial p . <trat es in easter 4 ¥ 

Germany bi ang thal transit 1} must ! ‘ cul +. | mu tah i 

there: however, | longer-term « non pole. Strat mp 1 
gics. only the western German mod in be considered vdalite 
Weiss believes that emy ment societies should serve 1 \ 

qualify people and i! creation measur 

temporarily and tora lcd period of time and alwa " wey 
at a local les i rl founding an cmplovment 

socicly concern wit f cnt. w sill get a ; 

an industry po! hurca hat w wt want 

have. 

The BDI presiden! said | ling Sastern Europ ihe Corporate lay Reform Begins as of | January 1993 

and the USSR. the Fed I, it ty lone what was 7. ne , 

financially possible. | nic partners of the USSR hy ahwolict ’ dat 
are currently tt) 1 | Ail? | iP th) ek ym er ‘ : ; ‘ ' : ts ’ + 

There ats thre TI 7 ‘ thi ry leh I< nanny thy il ¢€ : , 

central government w is \loscow muoninstries.— the = ' 

republics, and the f thr vhich also want t ' ' ) 
take the pur nas 1 Toy i} li ’ <j mhothewrouwn = . ; 

hands l rack iS POT Ante ' mourn if s,s heing 

sulhiciently promot 

The Federal Republic Cannot Put the USSR Back on 
its Feet Alone nc te i 

Weiss said that the Federal R docs not al 

the capacity to support ret ‘ ihe ( SSR tinanciall =e , 
“We are at th | of ous We are « 

Straining the western Crerman sith reconsts Nor ha 

lon in castern Crerma lo not ha my moneys lett ' 

for additional tash \A ! | mak avarlabh iT | 

resources. we isk the other Wester: hy ne ry na 

me ountrics a i ! su ort th An European « States to support t 
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company buildings. “Thus 1s not a gift to business and 
yndustry but a simplification of taxation.” 

Commenting on the planned cutback of subsidies for the 

coal mining industry, the BDI president said that like in 
the Berlin rssuc, this was also a credibility problem of 
policy. “Irrespective of the fact that the Hard-Coal 

Industry Association 1s also a member of the BDI. 

agreements must be observed on principle. Here I dis- 

agree with Economics Minister Juergen Moclicmann. 
We must have legal security, therefore, we cannot change 
the agreement that 1s valid to the end of the century.” 

Werss does see the necessity that coal production must 

be reduced when the accords have expired. He believes 

that considerations of autarchy are no longer important, 

and tor ccological reasons, nuclear power must be 
tavored more because there are no reservations reagar- 
ding security nsks when and if Western technologies are 
used. “We need to have a new energy mixture where 
hard coal will play a less important role than ut has done 
in the past.” Therefore, the quantities that can be pro- 

duced after 1995 should already be land down now, says 

the BDI president. 

Air Force Faces 30-Percent Reduction by 1994 

1D10071027¢91 Berlin ADN in German 1921 GMI 
Y Jul 91 

[Excerpts] Seclow (ADN}—The number of Luftwaffe 
employees in Germany 1s to be reduced to around 82,400 

by 1994. a reduction of 30 percent, 1 was announced by 

the Luttwatte commanding general, Licutenant General 
Walter Schmitz, this evening at a press briefing at the 
headquarters of the number 65 Au Transport Squadron 
in Neuhardenberg, Seclow district. After the dissolution 

of the Bundeswehr Command East on | July the estab- 
lishment was placed under the command of Licutenant 

C olone! Schmits along with all the Luftwaffe units in the 
eastern German laender 

The move to place the over 100 establishments with over 

10,000 soldiers and around 7,000 civihan staff under the 
Lutiwaffe was a further decisive step mn the direction of 
integrating the armed forces and a contribution toward 
shaping the unification of Germany, the general said 

| passage omitted] 

Asked about future low-flying in the territory of the 
former GDR, Schmuits said that so far no flights under 
30 meters have taken place 

Former GDR Revenue From Arms Sales Noted 

1D180716449) Hambure DPA in German 0945 GMI 
1S Jul 9] 

[Excerpt] Berlin (DPA)}—One of the highest principles of 

the former GDR’s foreign policy was to safeguard peace. 
but the socialist state was as deeply involved im the 
lucrative arms business 43 the “imperialist agressors.” 

Honeckers best hard currency procurer, Alexander 
Schaick-Golodkowski, recently admitted that the GDR 

GERMANY i 

was making 20 million marks a year form arms deals. 
However, this amount is prot bly only a fraction of the 
real profits from the deadly trade in which the GDR was 
involved over decades. 

The arms trade was divided into an official and an 
unofficial section. The official one was represented by 
the firm “Ingeneur-Technischer Aussenhandel™ (cngi- 
neering and technological foreign trade) (ITA). This 
firm, according to state guidelines (“guidelines on spe- 
cial exports of the Ministry for Foreign Trade”), sold 
surplus supplies from the National People’s Army 

(NVA) as well as from the Ministry for State Security 
(MfS) and the Ministry of the Interior (MDI) to libera- 
tion movements and political allies, like Vietnam, North 
Korea, Cuba, Ethiopia, Iraq. or India. The deliveries 
included telecommunications technology, trucks, radio 
equipment, ficld hospitals, as well as arms and ammu- 
nition. 

In 1989, the former deputy defense minister for tech- 
nology and arms, General Joachim Goldbach, said in an 
interview: “Of course our country sold arms from our 
own production abroad when our own demand was 
satisfied. We regarded this as a perfectly normal affair, 
because all the countries around us were in this business 
on a much larger scale than we were. Even now, there ts 
nothing here that bans this. The revenue from the arms 
business was needed in the GDR.” 

The outbreak of the Iran-Iraq war in 1980 gave Schaick’s 
staff the idea to found their own arms trade firm to make 
money on both sides of the war. Documents prove this. 
As ITA was se-ving Iraq, the Commercial Coordination 
(Koko) Departaent took on the business with Iran. For 
this purpose the IMES GmbH was founded in 1982. 
Soon the arms dealers on Fredrichstrasse were selling 
anything they could lay their hands on. 

Numerous documents prove that the IMES GmbH was 
cooperating closely with the MFS, and, above all, with 
the main department of intelligence. Arms deals of 
Koko were researched, secured, and kept secret from the 
public by the MEFS. The Schalck firm was also acting in 
accordance with the confidential regulation B 950 260, 
appendix 950 254, comprising the “order on the man- 

agement, planning. and implementation of special 
exports of products and services to member states of the 
Warsaw Pact and other countries as well as aid supplies 
of military products and services to liberated national 
States and progressive liberation movements. [passage 
omitted] 

Debt Load Seen as Endangering Economic Future 

YIGEOSS 24 Duesseldort WIRTSCHAFTSWUOCHE 
in German 21 Jun 91 pp 16-23 

{Article by Konrad Handschuh, Henning Krumrey, and 
Frnedrich Thelen: “Public Finances: Already Beyond the 
Breaking Point; Who's To Pay for It? Calamity in the 
East Sparks Public Debt Explosion: Berlin as Capital To 
Cost Even More Bilhons”] 
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[Text] In the last analysis. the only way some of the 

deputies could put up with the absurd theater sur- 
rounding the question of ihe scat of government was to 

make scurrilous suggestions. Peter Conrad:. the Social 
Democrats’ [SPD] man. suggested having the temalec 

deputies to the Bundestag convene in Bonn voluntarily 
while their male counterparts convened m Berlin, or 

posting the subaliern ministerial officials to Bonn and 

leaving the higher-ranking ones in Bonn [sic] because the 

higher-ranking ones Own more valuable real estate on the 

Rhine 

Horst Ehmke, SPD deputy trom Bonn, protested against 

division of the Members of the Bundestag by sex because 

“the quota regulation” had not been taken inte account 
Even the Lord Mayor of Bonn, Hans Daniels, had to 

admit that not even he “could Isstcn to any more” of 
what he had to say about Bonn Berlin 

While for weeks the question of the capital was on 
everyone's lips, Germany's debts were growing al a rate 

that precluded any game playing with regard to the scat 

of government: The growth of the debi ovtstripped the 

revenucs of the state, ut grew faster than the cconomi 

performance of the unified republic 

Al the outset of the week, one thing was certam, regard- 

less of the solution the deputies opted tor—additional 

billhons in taxation were duc. The expansion of Berlin to 

a metropolis, scat of government, or no scat of govern- 

ment, will take time. According to a heretotere unpub- 

lished report by the Bonn-based Empinica Company tor 

Structural and Municipal Research, 1 will take at least 

15 vears. Approximately 500.000 jobs will have to be 

Shifted to the city on the Spree between now and then 

And yet, even at that, the average income in the city will 
not have achieved parity with western German levels 

and the social stratification in Berlin would remain 

mtact. According to calculations of the Berlin city plan- 

ners, 1.3 million square meters of mercantile space and 3 

millon square meters of office space are needed. Since 

relocation 1s financially supported. the construction 

boom that 1s capected will bring high subsidies with ut 

Beri would continue to be a gigantic expenditure for 
the state. even if all the governmental bureaucracy were 

to remain on the Rhine 

In addition, in any case, the Berliners are to be given the 

capital contract 6) means of which the city 1s roombursed 

for the costs i incurs in conjunction with its role as a 

showplace At the same time, a corresponding agreement 

has been renewed tor Bonn, the only capital that has 

casted thus far, for the period 1990 to 2000, must be 
fulfilled. Just the supplements that will be pard to Bonn 

over the ten-vear period will amount to 920 million 

German marks [DM]. It 1s inconcenv able that the bill for 
Berlin will be any less capensive 

Nor will ut be possible tor the Federal Government to 

avoid an cconomic promotional program tor the region 

around Bonn, not even if the parliament or the govern- 

ment shift just part of their workings to Berlin. For 
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decades, the city and the land have done their utmost not 

to allow all too much industry into this picturesque niche 
on the Rhine. Politicians and guests of the government 
should be allowed to go about their business undisturbed 
by industrial fumes. The only well-known industnal 

facility 1s the mechanical engineering firm Kloeckner- 
Moeller, with nts 700 jobs in the city. 

A pont that has not been noted thus far 1s the fact that 
bureaucracies themselves give rise to costs, and that the 
solution that adopted ministerial and other admunistra- 

tive functions ts an open invitation for proposed budget 
lines. Because by means of bndgeheads on the Spree, duc 

to the hasson offices that have to be established to those 

institutions that have been left behind on the Rhinc, and 
tor the technical conclusion of the severance, veritable 

hosts of Bundestag aides will be necessary. 

Even without a compromise on the capital, ever since 

unification last October we have been paying for the 
luaury of the double capital Bonn’ Berlin. No one has as 
vet calculated the precise costs. And worst of all, duc to 

the capacity of bureaucracies to be intransigent, coupled 
with the laws that apply to officialdom, the state will 

have a great deal on its hands chmuinating budgct lines 
arising from the capital city split if at should ever come to 

pass that all the mstitutions should be located in one 

place again 

Just as uncertain ts what transportation and communi- 

cations will cost if the seat of government, or a portion of 
its functions, are shared between Bonn and Berlin. From 
the Federal Ministry of Transportation alone an average 

of 20 ministerial officials are jetting to Berlin every day 
Between September 1990 and May of this year, Mr. 
Krause’s ministry had logged a total of 2.300 flights to 
Berlin. Because there were not cnough shuttle seats to 
accommodate the Bundeswehr, an additional 470 full- 
fare tickets had to be ordered. No one actually knows 

how many bureaucrats in Bonn pack their suitcases for 

Berlin on any given day 

\s a mid-range measure, according to Gerhard Stolten- 
berg. the menister of defense, emergency shuttle service 
has been assured, but the capacity of the Bundeswehr's 

airborne readiness vs stretched to the limit by “demands 

from the parliamentary sector, missions of humanitarnan 

assistance” and other “public assistance flights.” In case 
there should be a split on the capital—say, the ministers 

in Bonn, and the parhament in Berlin—a considerable 

amount of personnel and material would have to stand at 
the ready to shuttle high-ranking officials to parhamen- 
lary committee meetings. According to the Ministry of 
Defense, the costs that would be incurred “are incalcu- 
lable at the present time.” 

Financial arguments have counted far too little im the 
question of the capital. The discussions of the past weeks 

have struck many citizens oddly, as if it were a debate 

among specters. The up to DM70 bilhon that it 1s 

estimated that a total removal from Bonn to Berlin 
would cost are a solid argument in Bonn’s favor, because 
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the Federal Government, and this 1s not only the view of 

the financial policy makers and the head of the Free 
Democratic Party caucus, Hermann Onto Solms. is 

already at the end of the tether of its financial capabil- 
lies. 

To incur debt 1s hardly a viable option for the Federal 

Government. Already the public budgets have exceeded 
the limits of what they can be expected to bear. To be 
sure, the Federal Government. the laender. and the 

municipalities have stayed this year within the upper 

limits of new debt drawn by the German Bundesbank. 
namely DM149 billion, but in many special funds, a 
much higher line of credit has been hidden. and the risk 
for the future 1s thus considerable. 

Thus, the Post Office has to incur DM15 billion in new 
debt and the Federal Railroad has to incur DM7 billion 
in new debt this year. The credit financing fund has to 
take up DMS5 bilhon on the money market. and the 

Federal Government must lend the housing funds in the 
new laender an additional DM” billion due to the 
moratorium on debt servicing. In addition. there 1s also 
the Trust Agency. which has had a shortfall of DM 22.5 
billion in this vear alone. All in all. an additional 

DM56.5 billhon in new debt are added. so that the total 
of new. public sector debt for this vear alone comes to 

DM205.5 billion 

That 1s the amount by which the debt in the public sector 
will increase, or 15 percent over and above the DM1.33 
bilhon as of the end of 1990. This calculation assumes 
that the taxpayer will be called upon to ante up DM&S 
billion tor the old debts of the Trust Agency's enterprises 
and DMSO billion for the old debts from the housing 
sector in the former German Democratic Republic 
[GDR]. Included in the bill are the debts of the railroad 
and the Post Office. which come to DM47 billion and 
DM72 billion respectively. It would only take a few vears 
tor the public debt to reach the level of the annual gross 
national product. which at present levels was a good DM 

2milhon million. Put in other terms. the state has as 
much debt as the value the entire German economy 
creates in one year 

With all that, 1 1s impossible to estimate many bud- 
gctary risks for the coming years. The Federal Govern- 
ment must spend sums amounting to tens of billions in 
the coming years to support the restructuring of the 

economies of the formerly communist countnes of 

Eastern Europe as they make the transition to a market 
economy. The Soviet Union has called for an additional 
DM30 bilhon, and Czechoslovakia reports it needs an 

additional DM2 billion. And with bated breath “foreign 
countries are watching to see how we manage the recon- 
Struction of the new laender.” Roland Berger. the 
Munich-based entreprencurial consultant confirms 

According to Mr. Berger. the reason for the concern 1s 
“The 16 millon in eastern Germany are just a drop in 

the bucket compared with the 120 millon Eastern Euro- 

peans and the 300 million Russians.” Even at home 
there are old debts of all kinds. The public coffers will 
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have to hand over at least DM10 bilhon in reparations 

for expropriations that occurred in the former GDR 
between 1945 and 1949. The ecological catastrophe in 
wide segments of the former GDR—waterways. sos, and 
air—threatens to spread farther north and west. and in 
addition, in the long run, it will lead to depopulation of 
vast areas as a result of a new type of mass flight if the 
State does nothing. 

The Free Democrat Solms considers that in order to 
clear up old ecological messes, additional expenditures 
of DM2 billion to DM3 billion will be needed per vear. 
And that 1s not all. All things considered. the entrepre- 
neurial consultant Roland Berger estimates that the 
Federal Government will have to pay. by way of addi- 
tional expenditure, sums amounting to hundreds of 
billions of marks per year to the new laender for the next 
two or three years, then tens of billions for years after- 
ward. In the meantime. no one doubts any longer that 
the money for the urgently needed modernization of the 
infrastructure in the new laender—beginning with the 
telephone network that 1s worthy of a muscum—will 
have to come, almost exclusively. from the west 

More and more citizens are having misgivings that 
something dire 1s about to happen. Germany has gone 
too far. Nevertheless, Federal Finance Minister Theo 
Waigel continues with business as usual. In spite of the 
threatening poverty, he would like to distribute a few 
taxation presents to the people in the next few years. He 

must spend several billions of marks to give the families 
some relief, because the Supreme Court has found that 
the child support money 1s too little. In Karlsruhe and 
the Federal Office of Finance in Munich there are 
additional test cases that have to be decided. The reform 
of corporate taxes that was promised by the coalition. 
and it 1s one that is urgently needed to promote the 
restoration of the new laender, would cost Mr. Wangel a 
good DM17 billion if u happened as the expert com- 
mittee suggested. 

These perspectives are enough to make even the head of 
the departing President of the German Bundesbank Kar! 
Otto Pochi swim. The long-term consequences of the 
State's imcurring such debt are characterized by the 
central banker as “very, very troubling.” Mr. Pochl 1s 
afraid not only that “the beautiful years with inflation 
rates below 3 percent” could be over soon and for a long 
time to come: he 1s also fearful of the mark's role as an 
international reserve currency 

Alexandre Lamfalussy. director general of the Bank for 
the International Balance of Payments in Basel. 1s also 
quite concerned about the German deficit. In the face of 
the high structural deficit, Lamfalussy says. the German 
Federal Government could lose the financial leeway it 
would need so desperately to counteract an cconomic 
downturn, should one cccur. Already, the consumer 
boom in the new laender has fallen off. but demands 
from foreign countries have not yet sprung into action 
Financial policy calculations can only work if Germany 
can hold its growth in check. Banker Lamfalussy went to 
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great lengths to warn German politicians away from the 

illusion that thes can infuse new economic life into the 

country by opening the money sluices and filling the 
State’s coffers in this way. The threatening consequence 

of pursuing such a policy. Mr. Lamfalussy says. 1s yust a 
“return to stagflation.” 

* Make-Work, Retraining Program Risks Analyzed 

YVIGEO3624 Frankfurt/Main FRANAFURTER 
ILLCE MEINE in German 2 Jul 91 p 15 

[Klaus Peter Krause article: “Disputed Participation 
Trust Agency and Temporary Work Associations”) 

[Text] The barrage appears to have worked. The Trust 
Agency nas now capressed its readiness—albent under 
certain restrictions and provisions—to accept part own- 
ership of work associations. It 1s regrettable that the 
Federal politicians did not play a more active role in 
helping the Trust Agency. The involvement represents 

another entry to the list of poor decisions made in the 
unification process 

The work associations are intended to serve as catchba- 
sins for those dismissed from east German firms. These 
associations could just as properly be referred to as 
collection associations. Some are intended to serve as 
“retraiming associations”. in such cases. the people are 

given additional training in their old jobs, or they are 

retrained to perform other jobs. Some are intended to be 
temporary work associations (TW A's), in such cases 

people who have been dismissed from their jobs are put 
to work at such tasks as clearing away rubbish. caring for 
the elderly and the sick. restoring industrial areas. 
opening up commercial areas. dismantling things in their 
old firms that cannot be used. detoxifying polluted 

substances. and giving everything a thorough cleanup 

All that sounds as if 1 were good and enlightened. For 
that reason. care must be taken not to reject all such 

associations out of hand. Conversely. however. i 1s not 
reasonable in the understandable but blind cagerness to 
help the unemployed. to cover Germany's cast with such 

a fine-meshed net im the form of such collection associ- 
ations. There are already a good 200 of them and an 
additional 1.000 are planned. Both basic forms of the 
collection association have their disadvantages, both 
harbor dangers 

In the case of the retraining and additional professional 
training programs. the retraining associations must 

determine the subjects in which they will offer retraming 

and additional professional training. How 1s 11 possible 

to go about retraining in a sensible way. if one does not 
know what kinds of enterprises wall later settle in the 

area to accept those who have retrained or undergone 
further professional training’ Given the breadth of pro- 
fessional qualifications and possibilities, ther difficulty 
in arriving at a decision 1s not difficult to mmagine 

Nor will it be possible to circumvent the necessity of 

limiting oneself to a few chores from among the many 
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In this, they run the risk of guiding those entrusted to 
their protection down a training path that proves to be 

the wrong one because the skills that are taught are not 
the ones that are subsequentl) in demand. Then the 

unemployed would be caught in a trap. In thes way. the 

independence and accountability (so necessary after 40 

years of patronizing treatment) would be postponed for a 

tume. and not immediately developed by those who were 
dismissed from their jobs, and invaluable time would be 

lost. 

Pure temporary work associations, particularly if thes 
are sct up so as to be broad-based. incorporate other 

evils. They paralyze the individual initiative that rs being 
called for now on the part of the people in question. Thes 
delude them into thinking their future 1s secure, that they 
will find work in their old environs. These associations 
do not lead to any job with a promising future. They lack 
efficiency from the standpoint of business admunistra- 
tion because that 1s not their purpose. and because thes 

are paid for out of public social welfare coffers. They are 

an encumbrance to the old firm in much the same way as 

a millstone tied to one’s leg. if the firm rs their sponsor 
and the make-work measures have been exhausted. as 
projected. In no manner whatsoever are they a part of 
the necessary structural change. rather. thes even impede 

its progress. Becausc they are publicly funded. and 
therefore. work for less. thes could conceivably take 
orders away from skilled workers and others engaged in 
earning a living. And to the extent that there are such 
workers available, enterprises are dismissing them to 
continue to employ them as TWA workers because their 
wages are subsidized 

Anyone who calls tor broad-based work associations 

arouses and feeds illusions about employment possibil- 

ties. That person 1s also contributing to the continuance 
of those national economic structures comned by the 

former German Democratic Republic for a period of 
tome that 1s longer than 1s useful, whether on a regional 
level. or m terms of any given cconomi sector. In 
addition, such a person 1s impeding the readiness of the 
people to be mobile. a trait that has been mnstilled in 

them thus far only to a slight degree. in any event, even 
though 11 1s necessary. In all this, 1 1s much better for the 
unemployed to find a job that 1s financially profitable for 

them as well as for the firm that hires them, than 11 1s for 

them to have state-subsidized occupational therapy that 

could become the impetus for permanent subsidization 

In spite of these dangers. the Trust Agency has provided 
quite comprehensive subsidies for the collection assoct- 

ations. and it continucs to do so. It helps with moneys and 

personnel, it advises, coordinates. provides the strmulus 
for, and supports, retraining models, provides rooms for 

retraming and ongoing traning. including tangibles from 
its firms: it assumes guarantees and the mtermediate 
financing of start-up costs, and it finances material costs 

Beyond all that, however. the Trust Agency, with those 
of its enterprises that are still state-owned, should 

assume an interest in the work associations, but it has 
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Steadfastly resisted the demand thal " acquire a share. 

The Trust Agency 1s faced with the task of selling us 
enterprises 10 private entreprencurs. If these enterprises 
enter into the part ownership that 1s called for, they 
would be less readily saleable, if saleable at all, privati- 
zation would be rendered more difficult, and u would be 
needlessly delayed because such a part ownership con- 
tains incalculable financial nsks. Such a delay would 
mean that without new management, necessary invest- 
ments would not be forthcoming, with the lack of invest- 
ments, the prerequisite for the preservation of cxrsting 
yobs and the creation of new ones would also be lacking. 
and the very cxrstence of the firms would be threatened. 
Also. part ownership would be a precursor to further 
nationalization, but the task at hand in the laender of 
castern Germany 1s to do away with nationalization at 
long last 

Even part ownership for a limited time 1s useless. What 
has an initial time limit placed upon it 1s casily extended. 
Neither the Trust Agency nor the government should 
have risen to that bart. If, therefore, the Trust Agency has 
refused part ownership so vehemently, thal 1s not “nar- 
row-minded.” as one of the many charges levelled 
against it would have ut, but rather, appropriate to the 
Situation. Anyone who now secures a part interest by 

bullying 1s concentrating on the short-term view. That 
does nothing to serve the unification process. 

* Home Ownership Losing Investment Attraction 

YIGEO3S 71 Duesseldorf HANDELSBLATT in German 
I Jun 91 p29 

[Article by sc: “Home Ownership Becoming an Invest- 
ment Risk: Housing Expert Sees Housing Starts Declin- 

| Text] Frankfurt—C onstruction of one and two-family 
houses im the neat few years faces a considerably more 
serious threat than seems to emerge now from the 
declining construction figures. There 1s a 20-percent 
reduction of construction permits for the current year. 
This view 1s held by the managing director of the 
Baumerster-Haus GmbH. architect Klaus Waltenbauer 

However, the demand tor dwellings in the old lacnder 
alone will be at least 400,000 a year for years to come. 
That 1s undoubtedly good news for the construction 
industry. Construction and ownership of residential 
property rs considerably influenced by emotional factors 
and 1s. however, mcreasingly unpredictable: Thus it 
could become an cconomuic risk for all involved. 

As a result of the 1989 improved write-off possibilities, 
rental and ownership apartment increased by 32 percent, 
but the result was an increase of only 222,000 dwellings. 
or 4.3 percent, because of the pronounced reduction im 
one and two-family houses. The result of the statistical 
compilation of “total apartments,” with its 247,000 
dwelling units, seems to be an embellishment, because 1 
mcludes for the most part renovation and reconstruction 
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measures im cxrsting apariment houses, so that hardly 

any additional apartments were created. 

Further, according to Waltenbauer ut should be consid- 
ered that the gross increase has to be reduced by demo- 
litions and the conversions of about 80,000 residential 
dwelling unis per year to other uses, so that an abso- 
lutely insufficient net increase remains. 

One of the causes of the private-sector restraint im 
burlding. he said, 1s the fact that prices for land in many 
places have already reached the costs of building the 
house itself, in some places they have already exceeded 
the latter. The scarcity of land for the communities’ 
building purposes, the latter's preference for industrial 
areas, and the rapid withdrawal of the government from 
subsidized housing, together with the completely incor- 
rect estimates of the number of resetilers and emigres. 
led to the present excess demand. 

The recently reapproved residential construction subsi- 
dics lagged far behind the development, according to 
Waltenbauer. Only an increase of Section 10¢ of the 
Income Tax Law to 480.000 German marks [DM], and 
an increase of the special capense deduction by 3 percent 
lamuted to the first few years of the purchase, could again 
enable a larger circle of people to achieve home owner- 
ship. 

Residential housing, as an object for return on invest- 
ment, 1s “discouraging” in comparison with moncy 
market investments, especially in regards to the maturity 
date of four decades, as well as the uncertainty of the 
basic conditions which can be changed at any time 
Many investors got out of the residential housing market 
because of the rent control law, although the latter 1s to 
remain limited to five years. The present high financing 
costs, and the continuing 8.4 percent cost increases from 
the last two across-the-board wage imecreases, placed 
additional burdens on construction for personal resi- 

dences and for renial. 

In addition, there are obstacles such as, for example, 
procedures to obtain building permits, which differ in 
time required according to region, and im some cases 
take unbearably long. But there 1s also the problem of 
removing excavated carth, thus far limited to Hesse. 
According to Waltenbauer, because of the shortage of 
dumps. the dumping fees for clean carth from carth 
excavation of a one-family house are DM 30,000. 

Builders are expecting other difficulties from EC regula- 
trons under consideration. Thus, according to a guideline 
already approved by a majority in the preliminary vote 
on hability in the case of services for planning and 
construction of buildings, a 20-year period of lability 1s 
to be introduced and the burden of proof 1s to be placed 
on the building enterprise performing the services. For 
Waltenbauer this 1s a cost-increasing, self-defeating 
action of consumer protection, which moreover ts anti- 

middle class 
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It ss an open guestion ho« the potential builder will 

actually decide mm the future. More and more persons 
with an avcrage moome. who are willing to build. even 
now are already bumping up against their financial limit 
because of the dangerously msing total production costs 

* First Quarter Growth Exceeds Expectations 

YIGGEO3I9A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG 

in Germen 5 Jun 91 p 29 

[Unattributed article: “Unexpected Strong Growth im 
First Quarter: Gross National Product Increases in Real 
Terms by 2.5 Percent Compared to Previous Quarter 

and by 4.2 Percent in Annual Comparison”) 

[Text] Munich—The good economic development im 
progress in the former Federal laender for three years 
now has also continued uninterrupted in the first quarter 
of 1991. According to information from the Federal 
Office of Statustics, the gross national product (GNP}— 
in other words the sum of all goods produced and 
services prov ided—increased by annual comparison by 
4.2 percent and—seasonally adjusted—by 2.5 percent 
compared to the fourth quarter of 1990. The strongest 
driving force behind this unexpected good development 
was high investment activity by the German cconomy 

Of prime importance for the “renewed strong growth” in 

the first quarter to 536.4 billion German marks [DM] 
(DM514.9 billion) on real terms was primarily energetic 
domestic investment activity. Domestic demand 
increased by 4 percent to DM518.37 bilhon (DM498.65 
billhon). and investments increased above average to $3 
percent. Construction expenditures did, in fact. drop by 
1.5 percent because of the weather, bul equipment 
expenditures increased by 13 percent. Private consump- 

tion contributed to the good economic situation with an 
increase of 3.6 percent 

On a Sotid Foundation 

The continuation of the strong course of expansion in the 
old Federal laender was impressively confirmed for 
Federal Minister of the Economy Moellemann. The 
economic dynamics became especially clear in the 2.5 
percent increase of the GNP compared to the fourth 
quarter of 1990. in other words, excluding seasonal and 
cycheal influences. The high pace cannot, in fact, be 
maintained over the long haul, but the development 1s on 
a solid foundation considering the continued strong 
inclination to invest. More and more of these positive 
influences should also affect the east German economy 

Numerous economic experts had reckon d with a |! 

percent real increase in the first quarter of this year 
compared to the fourth quarter of 1990 Aowever, the 
energetic investment activity by the west German 
economy provided an unexpected strong surge in 
growth. Many west German companies are investing 
heavily im expansion of their production capacity 
because their production facilities were completely used 
10 capacity. primarily because of the huge need to catch 
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up m castern Germany last year. Demand in casicrn 
Gecrmanys 1s $0 great thal t cannot be met by the west 
German cconomys alone. 1 has lead to a soled increase in 
IMports 

It Would Be Important, If... 

According to Mocliemann. « would be important tor 

improvement of the cconomi outlook im castern Coct- 

many tf the demand from the new Federal lacnder now 

efiective in the west would onent uself more to local 

products and services. According to data from the Fed- 
eral Office of Statestics. deliveries from the old Federal 

laender into the new lacnder reached a level of appros- 

mately D°.'41 billhon im the first quarter, orders from 
the new lacnder amount to nearly DM 6 bilhon 

Government consumption showed a declining tendency 

in the first quarter. It declined by 1.4 percent compared 

10 the previous year. The drop 1s primarily duc to the tact 
that government consumption rs calculated according to 
the utslization principle and allocated to the old and new 

laender and a portion 1s accounted for as of services 
exported from the west to the cast. The sum total of this 
fictitious sale of services by the Federal Government to 

the former GDR amounted to an estimated DM2.5 

billion in the quarter 

However. GNP growth was also duc to an increase in the 
number of employed people. In the first quarter of 199°). 

907.000 people—or 3.2 percent more—were employed 
mn the old Federal territory than in the first quarter of the 

previous sear. The number of registered job seckers 

dropped during the same period by 292,000 or 13.7 
percent 

The Federal Association of German Banks and the 
German Savings Bank and Transfer and Clearing 
Agency Association were not surprised at the develop- 

ment of the GNP on the first quarter. Roth associations 
point out that the domestic area continucs to be the 

driving force mn expanding the west German cconomy. 

foreign trade only contributes little to the growth of the 
GNP. However, the associations see a deceleration of 

economic expansion rn west Germany for the rest of the 

year. The drive to expand capacities 1s expected to 

subside. A break om the west German growth curve 1s 

expected in the middle of the vear. In addition, price 
mecreases are expected to accelerate m the second half 

year. Nonetheless. the prognosis of nearly 3 percent 

economic growth in the west Germany for the whole year 

remains in etlect 

Concerns About Tax Increases 

The German Industrial and Trade Council) (DIHT) 
described the development in the first quarter of 1991 as 
“very pleasing.” The DIHT does not reckon with diffi- 

culties regarding development of west German growth 

until the middle of the vear. However, a critical clement 

will be tax increases. The increase in wage and income 

taxes cxpected to go into effect on | July will probably 

affect private consumption and affect company cost 
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calculations above and beyond wage agreements and 
thus leave ts mark on invesiment decisions. Noncthe- 

less, Continued positive impulses on the cconomy im the 

old Federal terrmory should cmanate from the ncw 
Federal lacnder. 

* Natural Gas Suppliers Vie for Lines to Fast 

YIGEOSS4A Munich SUEDDEUTSCHE ZEN UNG 
in German 19 Jun 91 p 28 

| Andreas Oldag article: “Courts to Rule on Gas Delivery 
Issuc. Battle for Market Shares in New Lacndecr. Rubrgas 
and VNG Against Wintershall”] 

[Text] Berlin—The battle for the cast German natural 
gas market 1s being fought with growing harshnacss. Two 
big west German corporations have jouned the fray 

Ruhrgas AG. Essen and the BASF subsidiary Wintershall 
AG, Kassel. What 1s also involved here are long-term 
energy policy strategies. Until now the new lacmdcr have 
been dependent to a considerable extent on the Soviet 
{'nson for their supply of natural gas. Experts demand a 
Stronger inclusion of other West European-supplying 
countries, ¢.g.. Norway and the Netherlands 

Klaus-Ewald Holst can present a long list of customers. 
including lucrative users such as Glatwerke Jena GmbH 
“We want to call the tune here,” savs the chief executive 
officer of Verbundntetz Gas AG (V NG) (Integrated Net 
Gas AG), Bochlitz/Ehrenberg near Leipzig. A joint sub- 
sidiary of the VNG and of Ruhrgas AG. Essen. the 
Erdgasversorgungsgesciischadt mbH (EVG) (Natural 
Gas Supply Company), Leipzig. 1s now building a 300 
km natural gas pipeline from Hesse to Thuringia and 
Saxony. At the beginning of next year 1) 1s to supply 
cies, Municipalities, and industry with nonpolluting 
energy. 

But what some may regard as a folly, and others may 
view as COMpctition according to the econmumiues teat- 
book, will soon become reality in Saxony and Thuringia 
Nearly parallel to the EVG project, another company 
wants to tear up fields aad meadows: Together with the 
Soviet natural gas caporter Gazprom, Wintershall AG, 
Kassel, plans to build a pipeline from the Czechoslovak 
border to Hesse. The proyect 1s to start im carly Sep- 
tember 1991. The pipeline is to start operation just a 
year later. “We take on the competition,” says a Winter- 
shall spokesman, and makes no secret of the fact that the 
company 15 also “busy” trying to attract customers even 
now. 

The Market Potential 

The battle for the natural gas market has started in the 
new laender. Two powerful suppliers are flexing ther 
muscles: Ruhrgas AG, the biggest gas buyer of the West 
European continent and, with a 70-percent market share 
in the old laender, undisputed Number One. In compar- 
on to that, the activities of Wintershall AG are still 
more modest. But as a BASF subsidiary, the newcomer 
from Kassel has the backing of one of the biggest 
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Geerman groups of chemical companies. The cards 

between the two rivals could soon be shuffled ancw not 
least on cast Grermany. Experts capect that natural gas 
consumption on the ecw lacnder will double by the year 

NM) The share of natural gas. at roughly 9 percent, 1s 
only half as big as on the old lacnder 

So far there 1s no natural gas nctwork complctely cov- 

ermg the new lacndecr The town gas prpelines, im part 

buslt decades ago and roticd. are hardly sustable for 

transporting natural gas. which has a higher calonfic 
valuc. Experts estimate the investments for modernizing 
the gas supply up to the vear 2000 at 3 to 4 ballon 
(serman marks al a minimum 

le svew of the great opportuniics for growth of the 
natural gas market om the new lacnder, 1 should be casy 
to atlord the investments. With the ambitrous plans for 

the development of the pipeline network, future energy 

policy strategees wall be decided at the same time 

Roughly 75 percent of the natural gas available mm the 
new laender until now has come from the Soviect Union, 
25 percent from domestic sources near Salzwedel. In 

contrast. in the old laender there 1s much ereater diver- 
sificatien of the supphers: 32 percent of the natural gas 

available comes form the USSR. 26 percent from the 

Netherlands, 15 percent from Norway. | percent from 
Denmark, and 24 percent from domestic production 

Iherctore, tors not by accrdent that Enich Riedl, the 
pee lamentary state secretary in the Federal Ministry for 

fiom omcs, recently demanded a quick connection of 
the new lacnder to the West European natural gas supply 

network. The one-sided dependence on the Sovect Umon 
for dehvenes us to be reduced. Nevertheless, experts 

assume that Russian natural gas will continue to be of 
central importance to the new lacnder. In thes connec- 

hon the CEMA trade. vital to the entire cast German 
industry. 1s also important. The latter can successfully 
export its goods only if the Soviet Union, on ts part, 1s 

accorded a source for carning foreign exchange. Raw 
material deliveries are that source 

Of course, these long-term energy policy aspects should 

be taken into consideration in the planning. But doubts 
arise on thes connection: For the moment, the battle tor 
customers 1s in the foreground 

From this aspect the West German Rubrgas last year 
succeeded in making a perfectly clever move with its 35 
percent participation im VNG. The company, which 

arose from the former Schwarze Pumpe Combine, as 

sole owner of the pipeline network controls all natural 

gas delivenes from Rostock to Dresden. But since the 
former supplier, the GDR Coal/Energy Export-Import 
Foreign Trade Enterprise was liquidated, VNG alone 
can do little with the natural gas network 

The gas tap 1s controlled by the competition—a joint 
venture, newly founded last vear, of the Wintershall AG 

and Gazprom, the Wointershall Erdgas Handelshaus 
GimbH (WIEH) (Wointershall Natural Gas Limited Lia- 
bility Trading Company). Berlin. WIEH 1s to market the 
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Sovict natural gas. In a move not lacking a certain 
piquancy. the VNG board of directors has appealed to 

the Federal Cartel Agency on unfair pricing. Its argu- 
ment: WIEH demands a price for the natural gas that 1s 
25 percent in excess of the one Customary in the market 
To put the supplier under pressure V NG refuses to pay 
more than the west German price 

“Our price 1s based on terms at which Sovict natural gas 
must be contracted since | January 199!” WIEH 

responds. Thus. idcas of lower prices are “unrealistic.” 
according to WIEH. The outcome of the dispute 1s stull 
uncertain. But the Federal Carte! Agency has announced 
that the conditions for a temporary order against WIEH 
do not exist. WIEH has now taken legal action against 
VNG to enforce its claims by legal process. The first 
hearing date is in July 

VNG chief Holst backs a rapid completion of the Savo- 
nian-Thuringian pipeline. It will link the new lacnder to 
the West European natural gas nctwork. as a result of 

which VNG will become less dependent on Sovict nat- 
ural gas. “We are already negotiating with Norway about 
deliveries,” Holst says. In domng so he also figures that 
the Russians will conclude a new contract with VNG 

WIEH would then be ditched 

But a final decision on the long-term purchase strategy of 
VNG can probably not be made until privatizatron has 
been completed. Fifty-five percent of the shares are strll 
available for sale—in addition to the Rubrgas participa- 

tion thus far, another 10 percent has been sold to BEB 
Erdocel und Erdgas GmbH, Hannover. a subsidiary of the 
oi giants Esso and Shell. BEB. on its part. holds 25 
percent of the Ruhrgas shares 

For almost a year the Trust Agency has a sales concept 
that would, however, split up the circle of stockholders 
so that Ruhrgas/ BEB, with VNG. would be in control 
According to the concept, Wintershall and Gazprom 
would be allotted 15 percent and § percent of the shares 
respectively. Five percent cach are intended for Norwe- 

gian Statoil, French Elf Aquitasne. and British Gas The 
cies and municipalities of the new laender are to 
receive 15 percent of the shares. However, WIEH onsists 
on at least 25 percent of the VNG shares 

* Trust Agency Sales to Top Investors Detailed 

YIGEOS38A Duesseldort HANDELSBLATT on German 

31 May Yi pis 

{Axel Granzow article “Sales of Firms Picking tp 
Slowly but Steadily”) 

[Text] Berlin—The west German automobile producers 
rank near the top on the list of imvestors in the new 
Federal lacnder. A board statement on the sale of Trust 
Agency enterprises shows that firms from consumption. 

related economic areas have been sold rather casily so tar 
and that investments of several billron German marks 

[OM] are planned 
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The nine-month balance of the Trust Agency reads lke a 
report of success. (inc oul of cght industrial enterprises 

m the new Federal lacnder has been privatized In 

addition. all department sores. seven of 10) restaurants 

and shops. half of the hotcls. and half of the pharmacics 

have been sold to private owners. The quarterls balance 

Sates with new wlf-confidence “Just lke a supertanier 

the Trust Agency slowly bul surely prckong up speed mm 
its sales of enterprises.” 

In the first quarter of 1°91, according tb; the statement 

about 150.000 jobs on state-owned coterprises that arc 

now managed by the Trust Agency headquarters were 

secured permancntl, and DMS billion om mvesiments 

were arranged. This 1s made clear mm the Int of the 2) 
larges investors—not including the large energy sector 

which requires a lest of rts own. If one adds the activities 
of the 15 branches om the five lacnder and East Berlin. ot 

is cVen a maticr of about onc-half millron pots. But 312 
enterprises have also been shut down so tar Above all 

the Trust Agency emphasizes the investments These an 

supposed to be DM 8) billion in the energy sector alon 

and about DMS! billron on all sectors. These figures arc 
hased—special referrence 1s made to this—on promises 

of the enterprise buvers 

The highest price achreved by the Trust Agency so tar 

was in the sale of the Deutsche Aredithant (9 000) 

emplovees and 15 branches) to the Deutsche Bank tor 

about DM4S0 millon. There 1s a notarized confirmation 
of thes. But the high price should be seen rather as a 

gratifying exception for the Trust Agency. In sctteng thy 

price, as you know. if takes into accown) the presers ation 

of yobs. the mnvestment volume. and tic takoover of old 

burdens 

Almest DN16 Billion Recened From Sates 

And im some cases. the prices named mm the statement 

only reflect the Negotiation Status. as m the case of tf 

takeover of the ratlcar buslding arca of LEW [Lo como 
tive Construction and Electrotechnical Plant! Hennig 

dort by AEG. whech has not vet been finalized As AEG 
declared in response to an inquiry. the negotiatrons have 

indeed been concluded and the contract m ready to he 

signed but the Deutsche Bundesbahn and the Rew ts 

hahn canceled orders The backlog of orders was the 

subject of the negotiatrons The contract will not i 

signed until the two Cecrman railways are clear about 

thew purchasing poly Then. however, the purchas 

price would have to be renegotiated. was the statement 

from Frankfurt 

So far the Trust Agercy has taken mm about DMS 5 
billion from the sale of firms. about DMS billhon of 

which were recerved mm the first quarter of thes year 

(verall, however, the Trust Agency balance will be on red 

figures. Thus. om the last half of 1990. the Trust Apencs 
pan out about TDDM44 bulleon for current 

ments in taking over the de™ service for catended old 

loans. the largest capenditure The entire guarantee for 

hquidity credvt amounted to DMM) billon on f1 March 

nicrces! pa 
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( aution’ in Paris Over Dispute With Iran 
PV 16 UVS49! Pare LE MONDE om Freak 
1ijJul Vipd 

[t natirvbuted report “Frenco-tdranan Diapute ()pt- 
morwmn om Tehran. C auteon om Pars] 

[Text] ls agreement “powsblc™ om the comung weeks oF 
has the mewe already been “settled” ( omments on the 

vatus of the acgotatnas on the wttiement of the 
Franco-lraman fimanceal dispute vary comsdcrably 

depending on whether they come from Pars of Tehran 

Followeng the bref veset to Iran by French negotiator 
Francon Scheer, secretary general at the Foregn Moen- 
mtry. the optumem capressed by Iraman officrals com- 

trasted with cautron m Paris I! July 

lraman Foregn Munster “Ali Akbar Velayats sand 
Thursday that the financeal dispute that has canted 
between the two cowntrees for the paw I! years was 

“settled” and that a final agreement was “capected 
woe” 

In Parnes. however, Foren Mienrvtry spokesman Danie! 
Bernard was very reserved An agreement. he sand 
shortly after Mir Scheer’s return. seemed “powihlc” m 

the comeng weeks. He noted “progress” m the negotia- 
trom and mdnated. cawtrowsly. that “the final difficul- 
tes are gradually drnappearmng.” adding “The work ms 
contenurng ti will take some weeks ~ 

lntesvor Minister on Status of MWiegal Immigrants 

LD 11077 80991 Pars France ater Radw Netecr 

me Pooh OWT 11 Jal 97 

[Mudro entervicee with Intervor Ministcr Philippe 

Marchand by Annette Ardivwom—tive] 

[Excerpts] [Ardiweon] Croad day Philippe Marchand 

[Marchand] Crood day 

| Ardirwwon| [passage ormitted] | shall come hack to the 
question of reaccompany ing those people to the border 

who have been duly —! was goung to say—marked out as 
clandestine emmigrants If we have already found them 
and even if we have found them. even if we have held 
them for a certamn tome. we cannot sent them back home 
because we cannot find. | was goung to say. Cowntries of 
welcome In such a case what are you gong to do” 

|Marchand] First. 1 have to say to you that when you say 
#c cannot send them hack home. currently one docs. all 

the same. have to make a sight distinction In the first 
quarter of 199! there were 9.0000 mnvtances of poopie 

herng taken hack to the border and of those three and a 

half out of '(}—those are the statistics, although they 
appear whotw—actually teft French territory ft ms not 

enough, 1 very clearly not enough and, if you bhe. I 
will capress my own feelings and my wish. and it rs that 
of the government When people are taken back to the 

FRANCE n 

border and when the decrwon has boon made that « 

when the decrwon must be carned cut 

for that to happen. there are 4 cortam sumer of 

comdrtroms Cine of the hase Comdrtrons rs first to dev chop 
atrangements for voluntary repatriateon and thr can he 

done Theres » currently beong treed m 10 departments 
Why” Because mmvicad of downg things as they were donc 
at a certam tme. harshly. [words mdntenct] ecthout 
micrventvon. we are goung to motwlize the comeratron 

office, whach ms poung to prepare these departures, and | 
have te say thal we are not gorng to effect these depar- 
tures without mvolveng ourselves with the arrrsal [at the 
other end]. that 1s to say that on the plancs—+so there will 

be planes. there has been a bot of crit, m but of course 
we need planes one cannot go to Bamako by brke one 
goes to Bamako by plane of one can go to another 
cowntry by boat 

| Ardrssen] In plans chartered by the government’ 

[Marchand] Quite ofvsowsly. there have already been 
planes chartered by the government well. those planes 

will carry an official on charge of humanitarian actron 
that rs to say a correspondent for humanitarian actron on 

the cmmboewes, and then on arrival there will not be a 
remmtcgratron mm work. but a wcloome and a remntegration 
if need be. om the village. Thes will be done with the 
countries of welcome | am thenkeng om particular of the 
Afncan countries 

| Ardrssen} Do vou think you will have many volunteers 
to go to countries where people are dying of hunger’ — 
one has to state thongs as they are 

|Marchand] Madam. «1 % fot a question of know eg 
whether ot will produce many voluntcers. it rs a question 

of knowrng whether we will have the resources to com 
vince them, on a legal way. and whether om the country of 
welcome ‘here will be the resources to recenve them. In 

those cowntnes of welcome ff will also be necessary to 

make a tug effort to cooperate. as one must not forget 
that the reply to all thes 1s also development aid [pavsage 

omitted | 

Poll Indicates Delors ‘Best’ Socialist ( andidate 

1211071849561 Pars, France tater Radio Networ 

wm treomh PWOGMT 11 del 9! 

[Text] Therty-two percent of the French beleve Jacques 

Delors would be the best sociahet candidate m the 

forthcoming presidential electron Rocard rs second with 

D8 percent and Fabvus 1s therd at 21 percent. The opimron 

poll was conducted by the Lours Harris Institute on the 4 

and $ July 
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New “Underground Organization’ Appears in Corsica 

LD1407151291 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 2200 GMT 13 Jul 91 

[Text] A new underground organization has just 
appeared in Corsica. Its initials are ARCLN, the Cor- 
sican Republic Army for National Liberation [armee de 
la republique corse pour la liberation nationale}. This 
evening this organization claimed responsibility for 
three attacks that took place in Corsica this week. More 
details now from Bastia by Michel Degentile: 

[Degentile] A fourth underground organization has just 
appeared in Corsica: There already was the FNLC 
{National Front for the Liberation of Corsica] historic 
branch [FNLC canal historique], there was the FLNC 
usual branch [FLNC canal habituc]. there was Resist- 
enza, and now there 1 also the Corsican Republic Army 
for the National Revolution [as heard] [Armee de la 
Republique Corse Pour la Revolution Nationale}. This 
organization made itself known for the first time yes- 
terday evening by claiming responsibility for the three 

attacks that took place these last days against the region 

prefecture, a CRS [not police unit], and a Gendarmene 

barracks mm Ajaccio. According to a spokesman, ihe 
militants of this new organization come from the former 
National Liberation Army of Corsica [Armee Nationale 
de Liberation de la Corse] which dissolved in October 
1990. But one will also note that this spokesman stated 
that his organization was im complete solidarity with the 

FLNC historic branch 1n its struggle against colonialism. 

France lo Send 8 Observers to Slovenia, Croatia 

LDIS071 74491 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 1700 GMT 1S Jul 91 

[Text] French observers for Yugoslavia: There will be 
cight of them, diplomats and senor officers. They will 
depart this week for Slovenia and Croatia, not to Serbia, 

to observe the setting up and implementation of the 

cease-fire between the Yugoslav Federal troops and the 
nationalist forces 

Congolese Premier Gives News Conference 

LDISO7CIS3591 Paris Radio France International 

in French 1230 GMT 18 Jul 9] 

[Text] Andre Milongo ended his five-day visit to Paris 
today. When he came to France, the Congolese prime 
minister clearly announced that his main concern 1s the 
financial recovery of his country. The Congolese eco- 
nomic situation 1s particularly catastrophic. Did Andre 

Milongo receive assurances and concrete commitments 
from the French’? The Congolese prime minister gave a 
news conference this morning. Alain Grumberg 
attended: 

[Grumberg] The main message ! had to deliver was not 
listened to enough: there is a democratization process 
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that 1s essential for Congo and for the whole of sub- 
Saharan Afnca. lt should not be placed in perl by 

economic difficulties, otherwise we will go backward and 
no one would gain, including France. The Congolese 
prime minister was able to deliver this message for 
nearly a weck to the highest French authoritics to whom 
he had come to request an oxygen bottle to reprime the 
pump. to use his own words. 

Congo's financial needs are numerous: It 1s a maticr of 
helping the country to rehabilitate us administrative 

depariments—those of the customs, taxes, treasury—its 
companies—the railways, its of company, Hydro 
Congo—the water and clectricity services, and also to 

help the country prepare a whole series of clections—the 
constitutional referendum in November. the municipal 
elections in February, and the legislative and presiden- 
tual elections in June. 

The requests of the Congolese prime minister received a 
response in principle but France did not put forward any 

sum. Andre Milongo, who set his needs at | billion 
francs, will thus have to wait before he knows what 1s 
being granted by his French partner 

[Studio announcer] Questioned about the resumption of 

diplomatic negotiations [as heard] between Congo and 
Isracl, Andre Milongo replied that the resumption had 
been recommended by the aational conference. All we 
have done 1s to implement that recommendation, he 

added. Concerning South Africa, the Congolese prime 
minister admitted that mayor steps have been \ Ken but 
it os still advisable to wait a little longer before estab- 

lishing relations with Pretoria 

Diouri Returns From Libreville, Speaks to Press 

LDI600078791 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

im French OCOO GMT 16 Jul 91 

[Excerpt] Abdel Moumen Diour arrived around 0630 at 

Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport from Libreville aboard 
a regular Air Gabon flight. Frederic Barrerre reports 
from Rorssy: 

| Barrerre}] On leaving the plane at 0650 Diourt regained 

his political refugee status. A few minutes later, and 
contrary to promises made to French authorities, Diour 
did not wait for 48 hours to speak to the press 

[Begin Diour recording] | was accused of many things. | 

assure you that none of the points of accusation have any 
substance. | undoubtedly will have the opportunity to 

speak to you in detail. For the moment | will rest. | am 
really tired. [end recording] [passage omitted] 

‘Sixth and Last’ Mururoa Nuclear Test for 1991 

LDI807223991 Paris France-Inter Radio Network 

in French 2206 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Text] France carried out an additional 50-kilotonne 
nuclear test on Mururoa today. It was the sixth and last 

test for this vear. 
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* Durao Barroso Interviewed on Self, PSD 

YIESOS8634 Lishon O INDEPENDENTE in Portuguese 

30 May 91 pp 2-5 

[Interview with Secretary of State Jose Manucl Durao 
Barroso, Portuguese mediator in the Angolan peace 
negotiations, by Paulo Portas, place and date not given: 
“Nationalist and Democratic’ —first paragraph 1s O 
INDEPENDENTE introduction] 

[Excerpts] With the signing of the Angolan peace accords 
24 hours away, there was only one interview that made 
sense: that with Jose Manuel Durao Barroso, the Portu- 
gucse mediator. All the questions were asked in the 
awareness that this secretary of state 1s the most serious 

man in Portuguese politics. He was careful with his 
words but made his meaning brilliantly clear. 1 will take 
the liberty of observing that as far as the past 1s con- 
cerned, he feels that there has been only one Portuguese 
policy on Afnca, and that as far as the future ts con- 
cerned, he 1s starting a debate on whether the president 
of the republic should be elected by Parliament. No less. 

[passage omitted] 

[Portas] Your distinguishing mark 1s going to be Angola. 
Are you an Africanist or a Europeanist” 

{[Durao Barroso] | am Portuguese and interested in 
defending Portugal's interests. The African component 1s 
essential for Portugal's strategic assertion of itself, but it 
iS not the main component. It is, so to speak, what 

constitutes Portugai’s specific difference. Portugal 1s a 
European country and must assert itself in that contest. 
Africa will be our personalized mark. We cannot want 
our country to be merely a region of Europe, much less 

“an Iberian region. All countries are distinguished by the 
way in which they act internationally, and this Portu- 

guese leaning toward Africa ts part of its diplomatic 

personality 

[Portas] | suppose it 1s obvious that Portugal would be 
less impoctant if Portuguese foreign policy were not 
sovereign and autonomous—if it were shared with 12 
countries. 

{Durao Barroso] | think you are wrong on that pont. So 
far, the process of European union has not led to a 
reduction in the power of the states. We are in a process 
of sharing sovereignties or, if you will, jointly managing 

sovereignties, and that will have positive results as long 
as cach of the states realizes and accepts the fact that it 1s 

giving up less than it 1s receiving. For example, Portugal 
now carries a lot more weight than it did before 1 porned 

the European Community. | don't doubt that in the 
slightest. 

[Portas] So you do not see any merit in that old postulate 
of Portuguese foreign policy which says “our faces to the 
sea and our backs to the continent™ 

|Durao Barroso] No, it has no merit. We must be on the 
continent helping the continent look to the sea. We are 
important for reinforcing the Atlantic component within 
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the European context. Our African policy is also cn 

affirmation of that Atlantic posture—of Portugal's nat- 
ural penchant for the open sea. Whether it Ieads to Africa 
or to the other side of the Atlantic: to the United States 
and Latin America. 

[Portas] Ave you in favor of a United States of Europe” 

[Durao Barroso] | don't like that expression very much. 

[Portas] It 1s not a quesinon of liking i; 11 1s a question of 
what i stands for. 

| Durao Barroso] | think that at the moment, the question 
does not present isclf in terms of a federation, and that 

expression obviously refers to the federal model. But | 
advocate a strengthening of European political union. 

No Need for Referendum 

[Portas] What 1s the limit to that umon” 

{Durao Barroso] The limit 1s our national interest. 

[Portas] Do you admut the possibility of conflicts 
between a common forcign policy and the specific mnter- 
ests of Portuguese foreign policy” 

{Durao Barroso] In theory, there may be conflicts. But in 
practice, they can be overcome. And that 1s precisely why 
diplomacy exists: to solve problems of that kind. 

[Portas] Is it true or not that Portugal's chief competitors 

in Africa are on the Communities” 

[Durao Barroso] I don’t think one can put the question in 
those terms. Nowadays. there are times when candidates 

for a more active role in Africa do not even exist. Africa 
is in danger of being sidelined politically and even 
economically. 

[Portas] Basically, your intention 1s to create a Portu- 
guese sphere of influence. 1s that not truce” 

|Durao Barroso] | would not call 1 influence 

[Portas] Why not’ 

{Durao Barroso] You know, people usually would rather 
say that they influence others than that others influence 
them. So the expression has a disagreeable side. And I 
sce a community of Portuguese-speaking countries as 
something original that does not reproduce the patiern of 
other kinds of similar communities. There will be a 
certain amount of balance between partners and a cul- 

tural and even emotional dimension that will trrumph 

over the unilateral idea of influence 

[Portas] Getting back to Europe, are you im favor of 
submitting the issuc of political union to a referendum or 

not” 

{Ourao Barroso] That depends on the domestic consti- 

tutional process 
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the PSD [Social Democratic Party]. Or do you feel that 
the PSD should represent everything from the center-left 

to the extreme Right” 

{Durao Barroso] It ss very hard to answer frankly. | 

belong to the PSD. and obviously | want the best possible 
result for my party. From that standpoint, the objective 

must be to attract as many voters as possible, with the 

PSD) representing very diverse social sectors—sectors 

which also include the so-called Right 

| Portas] You are dodging the question. Is ut good tor the 
sysicm to have the PSD representing everything that 1s 

not on the left’ 

|Durao Barroso] There are blockages in the clectoral 
system, and Portuguese voters have realized that to 
guarantee a particular value—stability—their votes 

should be determined less in politicondcological terms or 

even [text apparently missing] in terms of the represen- 

lation of interests 

| Portas] I see: in a different electoral system. you would 
not worry about having a party on the mght. But that 

other system also destroyed that party. It 1s a convenient 

solution 

[Durao Barroso] What | mean is that in the present 
circumstances. the :deological vote has faded away. That 

has been achieved in part by recourse to the charismatic 

factor as reinforced by Cavaco Silva. Betore the congress 
in Figucira da Foz, | myself was saying that the party 

needed that kind of leadership in order to sirengthen 

itself as a “rallying” party—one that would attract very 

different sectors of Portuguese society and give the 
political system the necessary stability. And on tact, there 

iS a certain clement on the nght which, although not 

recognizing itself in the PSD program, votes for the PSD 
on the grounds that Cavaco Silva us the best candidate 

for prime minister and that in the present conditions 

only the PSD can provide the stability being demanded 
by those sectors themselves 

|Portas] For about 12 years now, the PSD has been 

governing cither alone or in a coalition. That has eftects 

on the system. Portugal may be moving toward a situa. 
tron in which there 1s a “dominant party.” 

|Durao Barroso] That question may arise in theory. But 
once again, using political good sense, we must think of 
what the alternatives are. And there 1s no doubt that the 

alternatives are worse. | think it 1s better that there 
should be one party obtaining an absolute majority and 
ensuring stability 

| Portas} Excuse me, but our recent history seems to lead 

10 a cunous alternation between the PPD [Popular 

Democratic Party] and the PSD 

|Durao Barroso] I honestly don't think that the system 

has been perverted by the fact that the PSD 1s the 

dominant force. On the contrary. Portuguese society 

nowadays 1s one of the most pluralistic in Europe. Just 
think of the division of power between the national 
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government. the major municipal governments. which 
are controlled by the oppesition, the president of the 
republic, who rs from a different political area. and the 
press. which 1s independent. 

[Portas] Are you a fundamentalist when « comes to 
absolute mayjoritics” 

{[Durao Barroso] No. In theory. 1 1s also possible to 
govern im a coalition 

Indirect Election of President 

[Portas] 170 you recommend that the PSD reject the 
principle of coalitions out of hand” 

[Durao Barroso] No, not in theory. no. But in the present 
conditions. under a guideline issued at the last congress. 
the PSD does reyect 1. and I feel that 1 1s very correct in 
doing so. The objective of achieving a majority mn order 
to govern ts completely within our reach 

[Portas] Since you only agree to discuss things theorcti- 
cally. 1 wall ask you theoretically: 1s 1 true that you prefer 
coalitions on the nght’ 

[Durao Barroso] That 1s a question of affiliation im the 
actual hestory of the PSD and in my basic reference 
point. which was Francisco Sa Carneiro. The two big 
moments in Portuguese democracy occurred first under 
Sa Carneiro and then under Cavaco Silva. In other 
words, they were not solutions produced by the central 
bloc. In principle. | am against so-called central blocs 
because to some extent they are armed at distorting the 
very principles of competition and democratic alterna- 
tion 

[Portas] As far as | know, you are a critic of the 
semi-presidential system as it cxrsts in Portugal 

{[Durao Barroso] I feel that the semi-presidential system 
carries big risks which Cavaco Silva and President Mario 
Soares have fortunatcly been able to control so far. | 
sincerely hope that they will continue to be successful 
Because when a president 1s elected by direct universal 
suffrage. he 1s very strongly tempted to intervene. | 
repeat: | am not referring here to any present situation. It 
is the system itself which favors intervention, and it 1s 
also true that 11 1s very difficult to expect the president of 
the republic to exercise great restraint when he enjoys 

direct and personal democratic legitimacy 

[Portas] The system subordinates the president of the 
republic to majorities in Parhament. If there 1s a 
majority, the problem can be avoided, but if there 1s no 
majority... 

[Durao Barroso) .:f there 1s no majority, instability 1s 
immediate, and everyone looks to the president of the 
republic, no matter who he 1s 

[Portas] What do you propose for resolving that conflict 
in legitimacy between the government and the president 
of the republic” 
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[Durao Barroso] Note that the system may reinforce a 
certain way of doing thines—Mano Soares’ first term 
moved in that direction—and i stull has that potental. 
Well, 1 seems difficult to me to continue a government 
which in fact 1s weakened and subject to a permanent 
threat if there 1s no majority in Parliament. 

[Portas] There are only two solutvons. Onc 1s to alter the 
type of legitimacy enjoved by the president of the 
republic, and I have heard that you favor the mdirect 
clection of the president of the republic 

[Durao Barroso] | am aitracted to the sca of the indirect 
election of the president. To the sdca of 11 

[Portas] In your opinron. would that be a good political 
reform” 

[Durao Barroso] There 1s nothing to justify at the 
moment. But generally speaking. if 1 turns out that thes 
factor docs in fact represent a threat to the very stability 
of the political system and to the principle of the 
separation of powers, it 1s an rssuc that might be put on 
the political agenda in the future 

Shocked by Part-Time Politicians 

[Portas] Are you a professsonal politician or not” 

[Durao Barroso] No. Unlike the situation im some 
careers, where people know how to begin and where they 
might wind up. in politics we have to realize that there 
are things that must be done at a specific teme, and one 
must be ready to step in of step out as required 

[Portas] | thought you defended professionali, .von 

[Durao Barroso] It would be ideal if politicians did not 
depend entirely on politics but behaved professionally in 
regard to politics. What we often see in Portugal today 1s 
an amateurish conception of politics that shocks me 

[Portas] Do you feel that politics 1s subordinate to 
morality” 

[Durao Barroso] | think 1 should be 

[Portas] To what kind of morality should politics be 
subordinate’ That of the 10 Commandments. that of 
human rights, or that of common sense” 

{Durao Barroso] That 1s a question which cach person 
must answer in his own conscience. At the level of the 
State, a specific type of morality cannot be imposed to 
the detriment of others 

[Portas] | don't understand you. Should ut be the 
morality of the majority” 

[Durao Barroso] No. A specific community has a certain 

type of values extending beyond its own interests. That 

morality, which 1s not written down in a code or even im 

the Constitution itself, 1s part of the community's iden- 

tity 
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[Portas] Are you one of those who say and think that Left 
and Right do not cust” 

{Durao Barroso] | think that Left and Right do carst. It 
would be absolutely wrong to deny 1. because all socw- 
logical studies continue to show the relevancy of that 
splat What 1s @appening 1s that for a ceria group of 
people today. the division between Right and Lefi no 
longer makes much sense. Especially sence there are new 
valuc systems 

[Portas] For cxampic” 

{Durac Barroso] Ecology 

[Portas] That 1s a conservative valuc. It does not seem to 
be, but if 1s 

[Durao Barroso] I have no trouble accepting that classi- 
fication of coology as also being a comservative valuc 
But the tact 1s that some ccology movements are quiic 
radycalhized on the lett. while others seem hard to classify 

Socialist, Liberal, and ( onservative 

[Portas] Lett and Right cart. but they no longer make 
sense. Do vou personally consider yourself to be on the 
night or on the left” 

|Durao Barroso] ()n that question. | usually quote from 
an essay by Kolakowsh:, “How To Be a Conservative, 
Liberal, and Socialrst™ [here and below, “hberal™ 1s used 
m its European sense]. There are lefisst valucs and 
nghtest values whech I sce as my own 

|Portas] If that 1s your answer, let's take ot by parts. First, 
“How To Be a Socialist” 

[Durao Barroso] Well, there are values which historical 
socialism has contnbuted to European politics: a great 
concern for the least privileged classes, social pustice, the 
development of a welfare state. and the attempt to 
promote cqual opportunity 

[Portas] What about “How To Be a Liberal” 

|[Durao Barroso] That the counterpoint. It means 
opposition to the perverse effects of the state, the idea 
that the state should be entrusted only with what the 

State actually needs te to. an emphasis on individual 

ability and mmrtiative, and the bebef that the market, 
despite everything. 1s the most efficent means of allo- 
cating resources 

|Portas| What about “How To Be a Conservative” 

|Durao Barroso] There 1s a certain class of conservative 
valucs whech | sce as my own values which have to do 
with detense of the national community and its best 
traditrons. At heart. | am a democratic nationalist 

[Portas] You have managed to aver the magic word 
usually used to resolve these dilemmas: the word 
“ornicr ~ 
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[Durao Barroso] The word “center™ 1s very ambiguous. 
and sometimes, by trying to cover too much political 
space, 1 ends up referring to no place 

[Portas] Do you agree with Sa Carnciro’s “politics first™ 
or Cavaco Silva's “no polians™” 

[Durao Barroso] In my opinion. Cavaco Silva os 
someonc who has an cmincnily political and polituized 
view of things. 

[Portas] Do you feel that governing should be done with 
the clites, without them. or against them” 

[Durao Barroso] Governing should be done with the 
people. In a democratic system. onc can never underes- 
tunate the people and thei imicthgence. (ibvrously. the 
clites must be particularly assomated with a decrson- 
making process. lt 1s stupsd to attack them with no 

yustification. On the other hand. there are clitcs and then 
there are clites. [passage omiticd] 

* Commentary Says Country Needs Rightist Party 

YIESOS63B Lishon OINDEPENDENTE in Portuquew 

1* May Yip 17 

{Commentary by Paulo Portas: “How It Should Be"} 

[Text] The umpteenth crisis in the CDS [Social Demo- 
cratec Center Party] 1s proof positive that the CDS 1s not 
what should be. If ut were, would live better, have 
more of a future, and waste time on the external enemy 

instead of wasting 1 on internal battles. In the CDS. 
cither someone 1s superfluous or we are all being 
deceived. In the CDS, cither something 1s wrong or the 
people are being mocked. None of thes has anything to 
do with the mdividual leaders who have followed one 
another at CDS headquarters in Lisbon. It has every- 
thing to do with what the Portuguese expect. or do not 
expect, from the CDS 

The structure of the CDS as if cxrsts today 1s based on 
four principles. First, Freitas do Amaral beheves sin- 
cerely and fundamentally that the CDS must be a cen- 
trist party. Thes os a reflection of himself, because he 
himself wants to be recognized increasingly as a polit 
can im the cente _ Second, Freitas do Amaral assumes 
that as a maticr of pragmatism and with a touch of 
weariness, the CDS must be a smal! political party. Crone 
are the days when the CDS purposed to compete for the 
leadership of one sector of political life The mntention ts 
to turn if into a party that docs not take the lead im 

alternatives but wants to play a crucial role mm the 
formation of governments by others: a party contined to 

key personalities rather than the party of the masses 

which t was never able to become. Third, Freitas do 
Amaral has persuaded himsclf and gradually persuaded 
the party that the CDS can grow only on the basis of 
power im the government. The source of that reasoning 
hes on apparently infallible logic power has brought only 
benefits for the PSD [Social Democratic Party], and 
opposition has brought only harm to the CDS From 
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that. Frentas do Amaral reaches the conclusion thai in 
Portug:l, he and the 4 uty wall be umportant only if thes 

can appoint and dismiss ministers and government offi- 
cals, make or unmake laws, and control or allow others 

to control the state apparatus. Fourth. Freitas do Ama- 

ral. realizing that there were serous contradictions 
between the CDS’ mmage and its new objectives. came up 
with a strategic ploy enabling 1 simultancously to be in 
the center, remain small, and achieve power. In a word, 

Frestas do Amaral wants the CDS to be equidistant from 
the PSD and the PS [Socialist Party]. At the very Icast, 
the effect of that ploy 1s that while formally remaimuing 

the same as what © sand ut was when ut was established, 
the party rs no longer where normal people thought 
was—that 1s. on the mght 

Frettas do Amaral’s principles are very consistent and 
very rational. They are even excessively consistent prin- 

ciples, and theretore reductionistic. Freitas do Amaral’s 

principles agree with cach other and are logical in the 
abstract sense. There 1s only one small problem. It 1s that 
Frevtas do Amaral’s principles ignore reality, are con- 
trary to reality. and. because of that. will end up not 

becoming reality. Let me explain: there 1s no one to buy 
the CDS in the form on which Freitas do Amaral 1s trying 
to sell at. Things are even more serious. People on the 
right do not understand Freitas do Amaral. people in the 
center obviously vote for enher Cavaco Silva or Jorge 
Sampaio. and people on the left. even while discovering 
Frestas do Amaral to be a pleasant surprise, will never 
trust him or vote for hes party. The result could not be 
more unfortunate. The CDS can be im the center and 
small if t wants to. It will be so much om the center and 
so small that « wall not achieve the power which 
desires so much. It can be equidistant if ut wants to 

Cavaco Silva and Jorge Sampaio are not going to need 11 
The tragedy ts we are not dealing with just one more 
experiment. If thes capermment fails, 1 will have been the 

last one. And the CDS will disappear in the process 

{Considering that the CDS and reality do not gct along 
with cach other, what we need to know 1s whether reality 
1s callong for another CDS. Whether it bears that name or 
not and whether i 1s thal same party or another onc, the 

problem of the Right in Portugal remains to be solved. 
and it 1s rash to think that Cavaco Silva has solved i 

What 1s necessary on Portugal 1s a party representing the 
Right. because it 1s only the field on the mght that ts 
vacant. The various rightist groups that camst— 
excluding. obviously, those that have agreed to change 
sides in exchange for the perks being offered by Cavaco 
Silva—form enough of a Right to comprise a solid party 
representing the middie classes. the liberal professions. 
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the interests of morality and property. and generations 
which no longer have any connection with any of the 
types of statrsm prevalent in this country. As several 

clections have already proven, thal party can come to be 
a party lke the others—or at least a party of medium 
size. And not only that. Since the party in question must 
represent the Right and aspire to be great. ut cannot 
sacrifice its identity on order to achieve power. On the 
contrary. it must grow until it 1s capable of constituting 
a political threat. If necessary. « must remain in the 

opposition, since 11 would obviously find 1 desirabie to 
torce the Social Democrats and the Socialists, being as 
similar to cach other as they are, 10 cooperate in order to 
govern. Since ut will not doubt for a minute that 1 1s the 
real Right. such a party must push the PSD to the Iefi. 
that being a spot where the PSD. if it needs to, will enjoy 
being. But at thes puncture, there 1s one point which the 

party im question cannot ignore, and that 1s that a party 
which 1s on the mght 1s not equidistant. On the contrary. 
there 1s a guarantee which that party will have to give. 

And that 1s the guarantee that 1 will not form coalitions 
with the PS. because such coalitions go against the nature 
Of things. And there 1s a message which 1 must put 
across. It rs that if mt becomes necessary to govern in 
coalition with the PSD. the purpose will be to restrain 
the PSD from doimg its worst, limit its abuses, and 
liberalize it by force. If the PSD 1s not willing, let it look 
for another partner. It wall look—guess where. 

All on all. that 1s the CDS as I would like to see the CDS. 
On the nght without fear and growing with ambition. In 
opposition to socialism at all umes. And in the govern- 
ment with the Social Democrats only if the Social 
Democrats are not what they are now. 

Agreement Signed With Sao Tome & Principe 
1. 12)0907097391 Lishon RDP Commercial Radio 

Network in Portueuese 2100 GMT 8 Jul 91 

[Text] Today Portugal and Sao Tome and Principe 
signed several cooperation agreements in the areas of 
indusiry. tourism, and public finance in the contest of a 
program for 1992-93 

The protocols were signed at the end of the emghth 
Portugal-Sao Tome and Principe joint commission 
meeting. held in Lisbon. In the future. Portugal 1s to 
train Sao Tome technicians, preferably in Sao Tome. At 
the same time. 60 percent of grants awarded to Sao 
Tomean students will favor technical-cconomic areas 
described as vital to Sao Tome’s development. Portugal 
1s also expected to reschedule the estimated $20-million 
Sao Tomean debt in the near future as a contribution to 
the country’s development. 
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Gonzalez Criticizes U.S. View on Latin America 

LD1207175191 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 

in Spanish 1800 GMT 11 Jul 91 

[Text] In the headlines we mentioned the lecture entitled 
“America in Its Labyrinth” by Prime Minister Felipe 

Gonzalez at Complutense University’s summer courses 

in El Escorial. Felipe Gonzalez said he considered the 
democratizing process in Latin America to be concluded. 
We now turn to Esperanza Martin 

[Begin recording] [Martin] Good evening. Felipe 
Gonzalez advocated social democracy as a formula for 

Latin America. Social democracy in this case 1s not a 
whim but a necessity for development. This social 

democracy, Gonzalez added. ought not to go in for 
nationalization, which often degenerates into greater 
bureaucracy. The prime muinsiter critecized the Unied 
States for displaying a certain reticence about direct 
relations between Spain and Latin America 

[Gonzales] The fact 1s that there 1s a negative US. 
attitude toward a direct relationship between Europe 
and the Latin American continent, which can be under- 
stood. The foreign policies of countries carry much more 
weight than the governments, some.imes even more 
weight than the regimes. Therefore, they persist over 
tume. That 1s a theory that crystallized at the end of the 
last century and beginning of this century. [1 1s still a very 
solid, very strong [words indistinct] 

[Martin] In the talk after the lecture there was reference 
to internal problems. Gonzalez said that he does not 

mind the Spanish economy being labelled liberal or 

Thatcherite, and he added that runaway inflation ts 
much more dangerous than a restrictive economic 

policy. Felipe Gonzalez said that he considers concluded 
the democratic process in Latin America, where for the 

first time the pacification of the continent can be 

glimpsed. The main obstacle for the continent 1s to get 
foreign invesiment—a problem that Latin America 
shares with Spaim fend recording} 

Foreign Minister Concerned Over Iraq Developments 

LDIS07168991 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1200 GMT 185 Jul 91 

[Text] We have heard the latest news about what is 
happening in Yugoslavia, in Irag, and in the Middle 
East. Spanish Foreign Minister Francisco Fernandez- 
Ordonez has referred to both questions. Every time the 

Balkans stir, things happen, the minister said in refer- 
ence to the Yugoslav situation. Fernandez-Ordonez also 
expressed his concern about what 1s happening al present 

in Iraq. The minister sand that, knowing the past of 

President Saddam Husayn, be is not at all optimistic 

[Begin Fernandez-Ordonez recording] Saddam Husayn 
1S NOL Complying with Resolution 687, Paragraph |2 of 
the Security Council, so the Security Council will have to 
make a decision, clearly. The resolution 1s very clear, and 

up to now he has not complied with it. He has been given 
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a deadline to comply with 1. | hope that common sense 
will prevail. but Saddam Husayn’s curnculum vitac docs 

nut allow me to be very optiemrstic on that point. [end 

recording} 

Popular Party Leader Meets PNV President 

LD1307 163391 Madrid RNE-1 Radio Network 
in Spanish 1800, GMT 12 Jul 91 

[Text] In Madrid today Popular Party President Jose 
Mana Aznar continued his personal rapprochement 

toward the leaders of the Basque and Catalan autono- 
mous communities. Yesterday he held talks with Jordi 

Puyol, prime minister of the Generalitat [Catalan auton- 

omous government]. Today he had an over four- 
hour-long mecting with Basque Nationalist Party [PNV] 
President XNabier Arzallus. It ts anticspating cvents 
ercatly, but Aznar could not avoid being asked by 
journalists whether a possible alliance 1s being worked 
out for the 1993 general clection. 

The meeting with Arzallus ended just over an hour ago 
It was at a Madrid hotel. Esperanza Martin ts still there 
Crood evening 

[Begin recording] [Martin] Giood evening. A four-hour 
meeting was enough for Aznar to consider the irregular 
process in the relations between his party and the PNV. 

two parties which, according to Aznar, are opening a new 

phase with new channels for dialoguc. Although Aznar 
avonded cxplaming the content of his mecting with 
Arzallus, he did not conceal the ultrmate aim of his 
mectings with the nationalists. 

[Aznar] The path begun some time ago 1s the one that 
must be continued and explored. Of course, | am 
working on replacing the preseni government, on 

forming a different government majority, and on taking 
over from the government 

{Martin} Naber Arzallus was more explicit. He con- 
siders the path clear for future talks, which will bear trun 

on questions such as the competitiveness pact or the pact 

on autonomous communities. The PNV president 
explained that nothing 1s insuperable, made clear that 
there are no concrete agreements, and stressed that there 
are no vetoes when it comes to talking about future 
government coalitions 

{Arzallus}] The only definite thing we have 1s our own 
program. That wall be the teme for judging with whom. 
with what guarantees, cach of us can carry oul our 

programs. What I can tell you #s that we do not veto 
anyone outright. We learned that some time ago. [end 
recording] 
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Norway 

Soviets Will Collaborate on Northern Sea Route 

YIP 204074 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norwegian 

28 Jun 91 p 12 

{Rolf L. Larsen article: “Sea Route in the North by the 
Year 20007} 

[Text] “Both Western and Soviet researchers now sec 
ercat possibilities for establishing a permanent northern 
sea route between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by the 
year 2000." says Wally Ostreng. director of the Fridtof 
Nansen Institute. 

After an eight-month preparatory proyect which has just 

ended. researchers see maintaining year-round shipping 
operations through the Northwest Passage as realrstic. 
Researchers in the Soviet Union, the United States, 
Japan. and Norway are now concentrating on gctting 
government and industry to join in financing a large 
international research project which will stretch over 
five years. 

The project will shed light on all factors which 
researchers think have strong significance for estab- 
lnshing year-round international sca routes through these 
arctic regions 

Stoltenberg Will Be Briefed 

This was decided in a mecting between Western and 
Soviet researchers and government officials which just 
ended in Oslo. Each country that participates in the jornt 
project must pay five million kroner per year over the 
five-year span of the project. Researchers are aiming at 
gctting the main project under way by January of 1992. 
and a contract for collaboration in carrying out the 
project has been signed 

“I will brief Foresgn Minister Thorvald Stoltenberg on 
the entire project shortly. Norway will be able to be a 
doorkeeper for this sea route in the North. Such inter- 
national shipping along our coast especially could have 
great cconomic consequences for Norway. The informa- 

tron we gather throughout the entire main project wall be 
an important database on these sea territornes for the 
government, industry, and shipping.” says Ostreng who 
will ask for state support for the research project 

Industry. shipping. and the Regional Development Fund 
will also be asked to provide financial support 

Wide-Ranging Project 

“Environmental factors and ccological consequences 
which are linked to year-round ship traffic im these 
waters will be thoroughly investigated. New ship tech- 

nology now in use in the burlding of future we breakers 
and trade vessels will be studied. Obviously, great weight 
will also be placed on the transport-cconomuics studies,” 
emphasized Ostreng who led the Western portion of the 
preparatory phase 
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Ostreng continucs now as the Western leader for the 
main project. Over the course of the last su months, he 
has visited both Japan and Alaska. and government 
officials and industry [in both places] responded posi- 
uvely and expressed interest in the project. Canada 1s 
also considering participation. 

In an article in the Norwegian Atlantic Ocean Commiut- 

tee’s senes of publications, Ostreng writes that the 

Northwest Passage can become an international sea 
route which can make us icss dependent on sea lanes 

through turbulent areas such as the Sucz and Panama 
Canals. Navigation through the Northwest Passage also 
means a shorter freight distance relative to today’s 
shipping routes 

Gorbachev Positive 

Soviet research and government representatives empha- 

sized at the Oslo mecting that they have obtained the 
necessary authorizations in their own country to begin to 

collaborate with Western countries on the main project. 
A whole range of information and navigational charts on 
the Northwest Passage—which have never before been 
released—have already been released to the imierna- 
tonal research project. 

“| mterpret this Norwegian-Sovict joint declaration 
during Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to Oslo a few weeks 
ago, aS a positive signal that we can begin planning such 
an international northern sea route. Gorbachev empha- 

sized in his speech in Murmansk in 1987, as well, that 
the Sovict Union was willing to open the Northwest 
Passage to such ship traffic.” Ostreng emphasized. 

* Brundtland Predicts Calmer EC Debate Than 1972 

VIE NOOS44 Oslo AFTENPOSTEN in Norweman 

27 Jun VI ps 

[Unatiributed article, including interview with Prime 
Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland by Eink Ramberg: 
place and date not given: “Does Not Expect EC Battle 
Like in °72"—first two paragraphs are AFTENPOSTEN 
introduction] 

[Text] There will not be any such agonizing EC battle im 
Norway comparable to the one we experienced mm 1972. 
With the EES [European Economic Space] agreement, 
we are gctting a much closer form of collaboration with 
the EC than what we had almost 20 years ago. In the 
coming EC debate there will be a shorter distance 
between positions and less emotional attacks than there 

was in 1972. 

Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland makes this 
prediction in a conversation with AFTENPOSTEN. The 

prime minister 1s convinced that the coming EC debate 
in Norway will take on a more sober and relaxed form 

than nearly 20 years ago 

[Brundtland] The people have a far better knowledge of 

Europe now than only just a year ago. We have spent a 



lot of ume and thought so that people will undersiand 
what the EES involves. The shift in the level of know! 

edge came. I felt, in the January-April perod of thes year 
A change took place then from an carlicr skepticism to a 
more positive attstude toward the EES. Among other 
places. | notuced thes at the annual party mectings on the 

counts level 

As usual. ut 1s a committed and enthussasin prime 

minister that AFTENPOSTEN mects at the top of the 
government building. In firm assurance that her FES 
project 1s now as good as in the harbor and ensured of a 
necessary majority in the Stortung. she 1s rcads to ect to 
work on the neat siep—the EC debate, both the natronal 

one and the one mmside her own party 

[Brundtland] But i's slow going in the final phase of the 
EFS negotiations 

Harlem Brundtland makes no secret. however. that she 
firmly believes we will now gct an EES agreement that 
will serve Norway's interests 

Time Plan 

On 1 July. Sweden 1s submitting its application tor E4 

membership. Both from Danish Foreign Muenester U fle 
Eliemann Jensen and from the leader of the Swedish 
conservative party. the Moderates. ( ar! Biidt. the Now 

wegian Government has gotten to bear that the tome 

schedule for taking a position on EC membership is too 
slow. The criticism 1s not well recenved by the prome 

minister 

The prime minister thinks that the Swedish EC appliea 

thon has had little influence on how Norwegians look at 
EC membership 

[Brundtland] To be sure. ot has had a certam seni 
cance, but by no means strong The mmportant thing mm 

this Connection 1s that we show respect for the bass of 
cach other's decisions and that we do not use what other 
countries have done as a strong argument We will hav: 
a broad debate im our own country and will cvaluat 
what serves Norwegian interest best 

Nordic ( operation 

Gro Harlem Brundtland stresses that Norway will lake a 
position on EC membership on an independent hase 

but that what other Nordic countries may decide for 

themselves will play a role im the assessment as one of 
many clements 
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|Brundtland] it 1s also very clear thal ec can mamtam a 

Nordx cooperation even of the countnes have sarous 

forms of associatvon with the EC Indeed. Denmark has 
been an EC member for a consdcrablc tome 

|[Ramberg] Has « been casict to ect a decrson about the 

EES process than vou beheved betorchand” 

[Brundtland] | have beleved the whole tome that we 
would be where we are now | have had tanh m the 

despric low support im opimon polls and acgatinvc com 
mentary m the press. The process has been post as 

difficult, or as casy. as | have thought the whole tome a 

would be But ot has been toring and has demanded much 
poliiscal work | have. however, mamtamed tanth the 

entire tome that we would fe successful. cven though 

there now stacks gorng m the tinal phase of the 

Hc pot ial wors 

The Labor Party's FC Debate 

The prime moenestcr makes clear that the upoormeng E4 

dehate withen the Labor Party consists of two phases In 

April-May neat veur, sgnals from the annual county 

mectings will show whal vicepomts prevail on the 

ground level. In June. the Central Commuttce will ot 
down and write a program proposal against the hack 
ground of what Haricm Brundtland desugnatcs as conter 

ence debates within the Labor Party The dchate about 
the concrete program proposal eill continuc withen the 
parts wntel a tinal powtron «= taken af the natvonal 

mecting in November 199) 

[Brundtland] We have drawn up an mitral concept tor 
the dehaic. wheach will give ws a hase for confident 

conclussoms We have not been more daring than that we 

have chosen not to sand sll We cannot respond to the 

dev chapments on Europe by looking backwards We must 

tind the steps we must take om order to partnupate m 

ft urope s future 

[Ramberg] Faght, percent are saveng that Norway well bx 

a member of the £( hetore the vear 2H) Are vou m 

agreement with thes’ 

|[Brundtiand] Indecd the figure emples that people arc 

uncomscrousls catchong the fectong that because Seoden 
msmoveng and perhaps finland. thes can bead to Norway 

domng the same. when thes thenk none vears ahead m 

time People beleve that we are poung ahead toward the 
vear 2000) on the directon of moreased micgratron m 

E urcopre 

[Ramberg] But what do vou beheve yourself” 

[Brundtland] I havc no openson about thers 
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Vasthew later ieved on Cyprus issec, Defense 

NO 2007 897 Neco PROTNA NE 4 i Greed 

14 du vin 

[Intersece eeth Prewdent Yooryeos Vasshou by Loos 
Andonmeow plac and datc not given] 

|Excerpts| |Andemou] The most emportant polnaal 

devclopment cxpected m the comeng days 6 LS. Prew- 
dent Croorge Bush's veset to Athems and Ankara Forcign 
Mieeestct V cory lakbowow sand he “cupects a lot” What 

de vow capect” What port docs our rogucet for a 
solutvon reach regardeng Bush” 

|\awhow)] We want a solutvon because we are the ones 

who are suffering We have a partetroned homeland, we 

have refugees. we have meng. we have enslaved We 
have the wncertannt) of the comtenueng wtuateon and the 

dangers mncleded om thes comtenuatvon In thes respect. | 
do not heheve there 1 anyone who docs not strongly fect 
the need for an mmmedite solutvon. The fact that this 
veel os Laheng place  empertant. Surch 4 = emportant 

that t has already heen annownced that the ( yprus msec 
will be the focus of deecuwwom We would capect. snce 

the hey soem Ankara that when Presedent Bush presents 

to tival the need to follow a reasonatic positron on the 

hase mews ect by Perey de ( wellar on the return of the 

retupgees. (ival «sll answer powtiwely Bul we cannot 

cApress an opemon on whether the ell happen oF not 

and at the tome ee cannet comment on the efforts | 
certamnly capeoct Bush to rane the Cyprus msaur 

| Andomow] Therefore. the “Tl capect a lot” 6 too much 

[Vasihow| Ido not want to give the empresson that Bush 
will go te Ankara on 20 July and we well have a solution 
on 2!) ful) Tt would be a mestake and « would prove 

drappornting to the people Ido not know what he will 

do He can do a lot. but he may not do anything What ns 
mmpertant ms that we de whatever m posite om order to 
acteeve the bewt 

| Andemrow) The queston of the guarantees comstitutes 

om of The Most eppertant ports of the Cyprus meuc 

Turkes ontramsagentl demands a mediation role withen 
the form of the 1960 guarantees What ms our powton” 
Hiow can Turkey change fs vrews on thes meu” 

|Vawhow) ('m the question of the guarantcer on the 

comstrlutronal msec ch Gur poston cannot he any thong 

but the one whech = mcleded m the January 1989 

propels If Turkey shows good well and makes a 
Pen her of (COMMONS OF 2OCODTS some Positive things— 
terrrtorsal return of the refugees—1t means that Turkey 

has decoded to solve the Cup eewe 1 at makes the 
decrwon. then | bebeve all the mewes that are related to 

the solutvon of the (Cyprus men can be caamened under 
a difterent tems Whole the current poston prevarls. 1 1s 
natural for them to say whatever they want If they 
decode to solve the C\prus mewe then automatically they 
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will have to ot down and drncus all the aupects wath 

common scans and «ell trad saluteom that «ell erve 

cvervene + aceds 

| Andonsou] Ded vou sct as a basen preroqgerswete Turkes's 

eilingaces to solve the Cyprus mew” 

[Vawhou] 1! they do not sant to solve a 
easing our time 

“Cc ate pow 

[Andomsou) Arc there reasons the, showld want to wly< 

the ( yprws meer” 

[Vasthou) I beheve there ar 

| Andomecw | How can Turkey be com mood of that 

[Vasheouw) Presdent (izal has realired thal Comtenuatron 

of thre ding meee docs not serve bom. hecaew of oa 
dud. ty d sot have made hes roornt statements The 

qucsih: they can make thes decrmon hecauw «hen 

ee 42\ 2 solwteon. we de fot meen to avccm aml sigh Pe 

Panitroning 4 solutlvon means an honest stbutoon 

| Andonmw) tahowow has talked about “hestornal com 

prommc — You sand the 1989 proposal arc m ge tiatvlk 

Which one ms thes “sccurits pownt” that we can deface m 

connec tien with our comcewo+ns | 

[Vasiisow) As lakov ow caplamned at the nateomal cownc! 

he talked about the hrstorcal comprommc wc made ty 

accepting the sca of a federatron and there m no dowtt 

that thes Makaros docrwon «as something morc than a 
historcal compr anise TH was a very emportant decmwon 

that we never andercnd 

[And:..cu] In commectron with the 1484 proposals 

[Vawhow) The compromrc has already boom madc The 
19YS9 proposals are proposals Hf anyone capected that 
thes would have hoen accepted the way thes ac. then 

the, would have been an ultrmatum 

| Andomou] ( an we define the hts of oer Comcemmons’ 

\\ asiliorw | No. there ™ fo gucstran of Como ws. Wi 

are making proposals and we are fighting to Completely 

succeed 1 1s mnappropriate for ws to drscuss @ here we are 
goung to make conceswom There m fo reason for us to 

want to make concessons on anything We mest ines 

on our ongmnal proposals. and if there ms a Change im the 

Turkish positrons and facts we can awews then bocauw 
we are people whe have good sense and patrrotem. we 
will hold drscuvwons and make our decrwonms [passage 

omitted] 

| Andonrou] Several theores concerning the detomse suc 

are beung developed (ine theory directly oF ondirectly 

proposes a downgrade Another theory proposes « stab. 

shong Cyprus a8 a country without detenmsce forces 

Which 1s your oprmren” 

[V asshow] from the day ee tack over the pov crament 

we greatly strengthened our defense which was tremen 

dows: weak Today there actuall) «= a suletantal 
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improvement in dcficnsc installat.ons. human resources 

orgamization, ¥ays of operation, hecrarchy. and dignity 

[Andon] Is there a possebelity of declaring Cyprus 2n 
undctended count’ 

[Vasshow] We do not even discuss 1. I negotiatc. and I 
am 2 man “ho wants 2 solutpon, bul as long as there are 
Turkesh troops om Cyprus and the Turkesh danger. I have 
4 national responsibility to strengthen the defense May 
a solution come. then we well drsemantic and sell them 
[passage Omiticd) 

Denktas Rejects Proposed Election Method 

1412907162009! Ankara TRI leleviwon Network 

m Terhoh 1800GMT 13 Jal 9] 

[Text] Rauf Denktas. president of the Turkish Republa 
of Northern Cyprus, has sand thal an agreement cannot 
be reached if Turkey's guarantees and the principle of 
bizonality 1 weakened. Speaking at a meeting in Lefkosa 
[Neoossal, Denktas sand that an agreement will be impos- 
sible unless the sovereignty of the Turkish Cyprot 

people rs accepicd 

Denktas ported out that there seems to be a rush at the 
moment to resolve the Cyprus problem. He recalled that 
the Grreck Cypriot wade proposes that if a federation 1s 
esMiabirshed. the president and vice president should be 
clected trom a yount Inst. Thes, he stressed. arms at making 
( yprus Greek Cyprot. It 1s not because we do not want 
peace. it rs because we want a realistic peace and because 
we want an agreement that will protect the nghts of the 
Turkish Cyprots that we continue to defend ourselves 
and reset such efforts, he added 

“‘Soerce’ Says Greek (+; cots Voting Required 
NC P8001 25491 Nico O FILELEVTHEROS in Greed 

1S Jul V1 pt 

| Anthos Likavyes report} 

[Text] An authoritative source stated to FILELEVTHEROS 
that if the sides get close to an agreement and when definite 
procedures for the final solution are under way. then the 
Cyprus Greek community will be called to the polls to 
express its final opinion before any binding decisions are 

made In this connection. the source added: Athens and 
Nicossa will not proceed with making final decisions before 
the people of Cyprus issue an order 

Thrs also was stated following information from \ anous 
sources on rumors about adjustments as far as the 

solution 1s concerned. and more specifically. the form 
and structure of an agreement on a federation 

What ts fact and clearly shown from various indications. 

1S There 1s serious thinking about the ways to secure the 
operation and viability of a federation, particularly after 
the events im Yugoslavia and other places. President 
Yeoryros Vasihouw stated this in an interview with our 
newspaper 
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Athens and Nwoswa cxhaustingly discussed al! these 
msucs, as well as somular oncs. concerning the critical 

prospects that ore tong specified Substantial dctasls are 
being studsed by the Labor group. which was reacts ated 
by Foreign Minister V corysos lakovou 

What Nwowa basally beleves at present. «= Due to 

US. and Brotesh interference. there will be some quxk- 
ening of the process and devclopmenits—something that 
will bring the Cyprus msuc to a pont where a decrmon 
must be made without, however, knowing what could 
happen. because everything depends on Ankara 

There are clear radecations that there already are strong 
consultations to pressure Turkey to proceed with specific 
actions and positions to faciiitate the beginning of the 
final negotiateons. Well-nformed sources state that 
despite the silence berg maintained, 1 scems advice 1s 
berg directed toward Athens (and therefore toward 
Nicosia) to: Facstate a break of the deadlock. something 
that possibly will be announced by US. President 
(scorge Bush after hes talks in Athens and Ankara 

it « mentioned that 1 1s hes “already cxpressed desire” 
not to leave empty-handed, bul to announce a procedure 
to smooth Greek-Turkish relations. The Cyprus rssuc, of 
course. 1 part of these relations 

Turkish Cypriots “Warn UN About \ iolations 

141507174591 (Clandestine) Bayrak Radw in Turkish 

to Cyprus 1830 GMT 18 Jul 91 

[Text] Today. Kenan Atakol, minister of defense and 
foreign affairs, recerved Oscar Camilon, the UN secre- 
tary general's special envoy im Cyprus. During the 45- 

minute meeting. the two discussed varrous imsucs, 
including the telephone problem of the Turkish Cypriots 
living in Pile [Pyla] and the possibility that the Greek 
(Cypriots might occupy a church in the buffer zone in 

Derinya [Dhermmia] to hold a mass 

In a Statement after the meeting, Atakol sand that the 
issuc Of establishing telephone links with Pile was dis- 
cussed on detail, and that 11 1s out of the questron for the 
Turkish Cypriots to give up their decision on the rssuc 
He stressed that the rssuc 1s a humanitarian one and has 
nothing to do with politics. | beleve, be sand. that the 
lL nited Ne sons shares our view on thes maticr 

Atakol sand that he told Camuhon that it 1s unacceptablc 
that Greek Cypriots living in Pile have the mght to have 
telephones while Turkish Cyprots do not We will 
pursuc this matier to the end, and we wil! not give up on 
ih 

Atakol drew Camilon’s attention to the possibility that 
the Greek Cypriots might violate borders under the 

pretest of holding mass at a church on the buffer zone 19 
Dermya. He recalled that im the past. exploring the 
tolerance of the UN peace force, the Greek Cypriots had 
violated the buffer zone and entered the church Atakol 
sand he warned the UN peace force not to allow such a 
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yellaton. ite added that. m the past. the Turkish ( yp 

roots had strongly protested the Goreck ( ypreots entry to 

the church and been assured by the UN peace force that 

ths would not happen agam. We capect the UN peack 

force to tultell thes promesc. be saed. adding Allowing the 

‘rolahon of the butler zone m the way helping to 
create more probicms 

lurkish Paper Interviews Perez de Cuectlar 

\i JY) Ieanhul VILLIVET om Terk 
; 

micrvece with UN Secretary Crcnecral 

lavecr Jerez de Cuciiar by M. Ah Borand. place and dat 
fay! given} 

ba sive 

Test] |[Borand|] What +s the bas cause of the Cyprus 
pyr cvtybe rT) 

‘Peres de Cuellar] The most mmportant clement 1s the 

question of the contidence of the two wdes om cach other 

The two sedes do not trast one another at all. and thi 

yyscnce Of mutual trust 1s the root cause of the problem 

l#tirand| ( an mutual trust be established” 

(Perez de C weilar] Thes will be difficult, but a number of 

postive devclopments have taken place. We have come 
to thes conclhasson from our contacts with the teaders of 

ihe two wedes. The two sdes need cach other, and w 

must lake comsructive steps to ensure thew security 

iforand) You do not seem optemiste about Settling the 

profiem at the present tome, whech could be called th 

eve oft a quadrpariitce summit 

iPeres de ( vellar] | do aot want to be too opten wet, but 
| steli hope that certam results well be ache ed The 

profiem can be resolved through action on the pari of 

lurkes and Corecece 

| Pays imal | Will ar wt new des chopments on the ¢ \prus 

my ion 

Peres de ( wellar] 1 1 were to capress an opimon based 

wn capencnces and not as UN secretary general 

lw iva) that cach problem fluctuates m its own way 

lhe ( \pres talks that were held m 1988 marked th: 

ne of a penod of progress, and a simular process 1s 

now lakeng place. | am not too optummstex, but | am 
' i. tw 

Hirand| Do you beheve that the two wdes sncerely wish 

| hm a wrlhatpoen to the protvc m or are thes dhoocis ing 

onc another 

CVPRL» “ 

iPeres de 4 ’ . | Tow ie ag) mrs 
Vesti ) hem both. § have 
<Tved mt vpore ith ihal the 

rnlamd Fr uJ ' | ‘ vedcs nm 

‘ ‘pres a . 

; o~ tt 2 " : ; : ; P to if 2 . uw Raut Dewkts 

~ oP hs _ ; prs ff Pyh rr) Is 

br. 

Per yaet ." ial ’ >. 1} Gitieowitecs 

are eM caused fh ' ihe nalere 

Mf the rere ery! ’ 

Spokesman Welcomes \thens Border Proposal 
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Possible lone of haramanlis-Bush Meeting Noted 
VC 1/00 04249) Anhows ELEVTHEROTIPIA mm Gree 

15 Jul V1 p § 

[Kora Adham report] 

[Excerpts] Presadent Konstandimos Karamanin wil 
mect at noon today with Pome Menmtcr Konstandimnas 

Miutsotakrs and Foreign Minisicr Andoniws Samaras in 
order to conclude thew consultations and discus all 
aspects of the government's Balkan mutiative proor to the 
arnval of US. Present George Bush m Athens [pas 
sage omitted] 

Preesdemt Karamanis well reportedls discuss Cireck- 
Turkish relations during brs formal meeting with Prew- 
dent Bush. emphasizing the provocative attrtude Ankara 
has recently demonstrated 

The president 1s cxapected to discuss the need to marta 
the balance of power m the Acgean. particularly 
regarding the 7 10 ratro 

President Karamaniss will also mention to Preswdent 
Bush our country’s emportant role as a stabulizeng factor 
m the Balkans. particularly following the goverament’s 
recemt border proposal 

Reports indicate that the pressdent will emphasize the 
long standing Gireck-1) S. frendstup, based on the mnter- 
ests of both nations 

The president will also emphasize that the Cyprus msuc 
should he resolved and that Ankara should be persuaded 

to adopt a concrhatory stand He will say that discussons 

should be held on the bases of reasonable proposals on 

the territornal and refugee rsucs 

Karamantis will alo meet with Foresgn Monster 
Andomos Samaras, who. according to press reports, will 
bret hom on the situation m the Balkans Samaras «ill 
mainly discuss V ugosiavia and hes recent vest there 

Foreign Minister Writes on l pooming Bush \ isit 

VC 1S07° 165091 trhens TO VINA TIS AIRIAATS 
im Greek 14 Jul Ol p 2? 

[Foreign Minister Andonos Samaras article “Interests 
and Ideals”] 

[Text] | have no sea what the results of the upoomung 
talks with the United States will be. nor do 1 want to 
venture a guess. What | wart to do om this article 6 to 
discuss the more general framework within which people 

should view LS President Gorge Bush's vest 

While we are weloomuing the US. President, we are also 
domng a number of other thongs 

| We are promoting international peace and coopera. 

thon as defined by C SCE 
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> We are remforceng micrnatonal cunts by sup- 
porting the ace comnepts on the role of NATO m the 
postcold war pernad 

3. We are strengthening our dctemsc by try eng to become 
part of the West European UU mon 

The US. Pressdent’s vest can and should determine the 
progress of natronal meecs In order for thes to happen. 
we need to surpass the level of mere good will, we need 
syviemata work and broader undcrvianding 

We are welcoming the US. Presedent as 2 clow tnend 
and ally I hope that those eho defend icfirst sicals. who 
had the cowrage to deal with the fall of the sécological 
Berlon Wall. understand the nature of the wchome we 
will give the Prewdent 

\ nelateral friendshup. however. 1s not powible Firend- 
stop « forever and « the product of mutual respect, 
common views, and stablc cooperation (Mf course. truc 
trendstup requires shared interests 

Many people mnore the tact that freendshup 1s based on 

shared mterests and shared pronceples. They say that 
politecs os cynecal by ots very nature | firmly beheve that 
i a democratx cowntry surrenders is sical. 1 also 

surrenders its strength C ymecrsm has never been produc- 
ee 

It +s mecessary to stress here that Coreece and the United 
States have shared deals and interests Both countries 
want to strengthen the sdcals of natronal independence 
and respect for human mghts We have every reason to 
promote these nleals (as we recentl did m Kuwait) to 
the entre world. to all of Europe. and. of course, to the 

critical Balkans Acgean4 yprus triangle 

Neither the U nvted States nor Cireece want not to erase 

Mates of people from the map both aates sek to 

promote pustice and freedom to the world 

( ertarnly. on thes areca of the world. mmterests confit. The 
success Of Bush's vest, however, well depend on the 

degree to which enterests are subordinate to ideals 

Dhamanaki, Mitsotakis Comment oa Current \flairs 

VC /00 0 8207 trhews ENindks Radhietoma Radw 

Serer’ oe Cree’ IR 90G UT 1S Jal 97 

[Text] Following ber meeting with Prome Minister Mit- 
stakes. Mana Dhamanaks. chanman of the ( oaliton of 
the Left and of Progress. cxpressed disagreement on 
ceria polo, meeecs and on the government's handling 
of foregn affairs Dhamanak: sand that the partes mew 
be briefed. comudermg the scrrowsness of current events 
She pounted out, however, that these meetings help but 
do not resolve the problems of the political leaders eho 
ave briefed She revicrated her proposal that a foreign 
poly cownc:ll be formed and that the Chamber of 

Deputees convene to discuss the government's vwews 
before of after Present Crcorge Bush's vrsit 
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Dyhamanak: capressed ber concern over the Cyprus msec 

and noted that devclopments are cupected soon. On the 
prome menesicr s proposal for the partial dnarmament of 

(oreece. Bulgara. and Turkey. Dhamanak: sand that 
there showld have been preparation and the partics 

mvolved should not have been taken by surprise. She 

added that the = not the ansecr to the tenwon m the 
Acgean and docs not address the provocative nature of 
Terkes of the destenctive status of Thrace 

Reterreng to the US. Pressdent’s vist, Dhamanaks sand 
the C oaletron of the Left and of Progress will attend the 
( hamber meetong. because tt beheves Laat everyone will 
esten to Preseedent Bush's address carctully. after whach 

the Greek Chamber of Deputies should actually dchate 

nathonal rmsecs 

In hes statement. Prome Moenester Konstandimos Mitso- 
takrs sand that he had brcted Dhamanak: and answered 
her questroms. The prime muenester did not acoept Dha- 
manaks's two proposals. On the formation of a foreign 
poly cowncel, Mitsotakes sand that thes 1s an original 
idea. and there has been no semilar precedent anywhere 
m the world. The prome moenester sand: 1 did not under- 
stand what she meant the foreign policy council to do 
Did she mean that we should make decrssons together” 
He added 1 told Mrs. Dhamanaki that we are the 
government and they are the opposition, and that we are 

not gorng to jornths decsde foreign policy questions. 
because the final decrsson hes with the government. The 
prome menester revterated that both hemeclf and the 

Foregn Moenrstry are avarlable to brief the Coalition of 
the Left as well as every other opposwtion party. The 
prome menester added: Until recently. thes type of 

breeting was unbehevatlc and unknown om Creece He 
virewsed that. « was decoded to hold all the special 

debates at the Chamber of Deputies at the governmedi's 
initiative so that the apposition could be briefed on both 

domesin and ftorewgn affairs 

( oncerneng the proposal to convene the Chamber of 
Deputies. the prime moenister sand that thers rs emposwhilc 

because the prewsdential decrees for convening the sne- 
cal meetong have already been sgned and added that he 
told Mirs Dhamanak: that she can ash for a dehate on 
foregn poly when the Chamber of Deputies resumes 
its work 

\thens Car Explosion Injures lurkish Diplomats 

Vc /e0 70 4097 trheons Ellomeks Radhneotoma Radiw 

Vereort’ ot Greekd OWGOMT 16 Jul o/ 

| Teat) Three Turkesh diplomats. two men and a woman 

were myered om Athens when thew car passed a parked 
car that exploded. Thew car belonged to the Turkish 

Embassy ender regrstratron number (112 The caplo- 
won took place at 0840 (0540 GMT) outede a Turkish 
diplomats howse at Pashhahas Street 20. Palavo 
Pubtreko | Athens suburb) and the myured people have 
already been taken to the general state howprtal on Athens 
and are not om danger The caplowon was partic’ 
strong and was sct off by remote control mm a parkes 
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a stolen whote SEAT Ibiza model that bore hoense plates 

numbered ¥¥ 15257 that had been stolen from a truck 

A short while ago the names of the myured people were 
revealed: Vildirum Andi. the cars driver, Enyon 

Kckeorm. and Dens Bulukbaw, counsclor at the Turkrsh 

Embassy. Abrrstema Arkhond:. who happened to be 
passing by at the tome. went ite shock. Three ther cars 
were also destroved 

Condition “Not Serious 

TA100°091291 Ankara ANATOLIA on Eneiih 
90 GMT 16 Jul 9! 

[Text] Athens (AA}—A Turkesh diplomat, an admuns- 
trateve attache and thew driver were wounded here on 

Tuesday when a bomb planted in a vchacle neat to thers 
exploded. wrineswses said 

The modent happened thrs morning while an embassy 
car, packing up embassy personne!l’s charge d affaires. 

Counsellor Deniz Bolukbas: and Administrative Attache 
Nelgun Kececs, drove by a car winch exploded with a 
remote-control dev ie 

Bolukbass, Kececs and driver Adi Vildirim were 
wounded and taken to Athens State Hospital. The 
Condition 1% NOt scTrows. Hos reported 

American officrals also arrived on the sence of the 
mesdent, which took place on the eve of an offical vesnt 
by United States Pressdent George Bush 

No one has clarmed respoms:belity for the mcodent so far. 

but security officials beheve might have been carned 
out by the “November 17” terrorst organnation also 
responsible for previows somilar attacks on US and 
Crreck targets 

The organrsation had organised a somular attach on two 
Turkesh diplomats m 1988. on the eve of the wart to 

Athens of then forergn minister, Mesut ¥ rhmaz 

Poll Surveys Opinions on Politicians, Issues 
viP ovens 

[Edvtiornal Report) Athens TO) VIMA TIS AIRIAKTS of 
16 June publeshes on page Ai! an article by TAK 
Pretenders on the result: of the “Tendencies” poll 

conducted by the MRB Hellas orgamization every spring 
and fall. Thes vear’s poll, which took place between ¥) 
April and 10 Mav. mvolved 2.000 mdividuals from 
Athens, Saloneca. urban, semerhen and rural areas. 
who used the secret hallot methad Pretenders cautions 
that poll results regarding political parties of personal- 

tees only reflect temporary alhances of popularity rates 

that may change according to prevaring corcumsances 

Poll results endicate that 77.) percent of respondents 
comuder mnflatron to he the top protlem (compared to 

67.8 percent m November 1990), 73.1 percent comuder 
thes to be narcotes. 726 percent unemploynent, 0 
percent terrormm (compared to 44.1 percent m 
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November 1990), respondents were allowed to vote for 

more than one sssuc. Some 62.3 percent believe the 

economic situation 1s “bad or very bad™ (55.2 percent 
last November) while 65 percent think that the economy 

is in bad shape (65.3 percent in November 1990). Some 
39 percent see their Own economic situation as “bad or 
very bad” (compared to 40.1 percent in November). On 

the other hand, 60.9 percent ($5.8 percent in November) 

think their family’s economic situation has worsened 
during the last 12 months. Some 48 percent believe that 
their situation will get worse in the next 12 months, with 
only 16.5 percent thinking that u wall improve (opti- 

mism was 10.2 percent in November). 

According to poll results, Mana Dhamanaki, leader of 
the Coalition of the Left for Progress, tops the popularity 
list of political figures with a 60.1 percent positive rating 

and a 15.4 percent negative rating. Dhamanaki 1s fol- 
lowed by President Konstandinos Karamanlis and the 
“popular twins” Yrorgos Yennimatas and Kostas Simi- 
ts. Minister of Foreign Affairs Andonios Samaras comes 
fitth. followed by Minister of Education Yeoryios Sou- 
flas and Minister to the Prime Minister Miltiadhis 
Evert 

Panhellenic Socialist Movement (PASOK) leader 
Andreas Papandreou'’s popularity rating (40.8 percent) 
shows a slight increase since last November, when 1 
stood at 39.8 percent. Prime Minister Konstandinos 

Mitsotakis’ popularity has dropped to 33.7 percent from 
37.8 percent in November. Both men were rated on 

specific qualities: 43.1 percent believe Mitsotakis has a 
Strategy and does not make decisions lightly, 45.9 per- 
cent think he has stable views and does not change his 

mind often, 49 percent say he devotes enough time to 

domestic rssues and 41.4 percent think he 1s a good 

coordinator of government activities. However, 56.5 
percent do not beheve he can inspire the people, 56.6 
percent think he has not given proof of his capability to 

offer “something new” to the country’s politics and 41 

percent say he does not have good advisers. Finally, 48.4 

percent beheve he 1s overly influenced by his family 

Papandreou, reports Pretenders, is seen by respondents 
as suffering from a different set of problems: 67.2 
percent beheve his health problems negatively affect his 
efficiency, 77.7 percent think that errors during his 
tenure as prime munister have affected his credibility, 
and 66 percent say he refuses to assign more responsi- 

bilities or allow more initiative to younger members of 
us party. Some $2.1 percent do not think he 1s exercising 

an effective opposition to the governmnct, $8.7 percent 

do not believe he can contribute “anything new™ to the 
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country’s political life and 53.4 percent say his criticism 
of the government 1s negative and his alternative solu- 
tions are “unconvincing.” 

Pretenders reports that Mitsotakis receives a positive 
rating of 41.1 percent and a negative rating of 55.2 
percent on the style with which he discharges his duties. 
Papandreou has a positive rating of 40 percent and a 
negative one of 54.5 percent. Among ministers, Samaras 
enjoys the most favorable rating, followed by Evert and 
Souflias. 

Some 92.6 percent of Coalition voters view Dha- 
manaki's leadership positively, while the Communist 
Party's (KKE) Aleka Papariga is viewed positively by 
only 43.6 percent of them. A total of 60.2 percent of 
Coalition voters would like the party to be united and 
only 11 percent say ut should remain as it 1s today. 

Questions on succession rssucs produced the following 
results. In the New Democracy (ND) party, Evert 1s the 
choice of 28.8 percent of all respondents, followed by 
Samaras with 19.7 percent. A total of 35.5 percent of the 
ND voters among respondents choose Evert and 32.4 
percent Samaras. For PASOK Yennimatas occupies first 
place with 29.4 percent, followed by Simitis with 22.6 
percent. Among PASOK voters. Yennimatas gets 43 
percent and Simitis 13.6 percent. 

Pretenders notes that Greeks are “unhappy” with their 
government. Some 57.5 percent have a negative opinion 
of ut (up from 48.9 percent in November), and ¥).2 
percent have a positive opinion (down from 35.1 percent 
in November). Some 16.3 percent of dissatisfied respon- 
dents belong to the ND, a “rather remarkable” per- 
centage, Pretenderis concludes. Some $7.5 percent 
believe that the government has offered nothing “new or 
up to date” and 49.3 percent believe that the govern- 
ment’s cconomic program 1s either “wrong” or that it has 
“no program at all.” On the other hand, the government 
1s credited with some successes: 44.7 percent approve of 
its handling of the issue of democratic freedoms and 43.7 
percent of its handling of foreign policy. However, 
“failures rain down™: 79.5 percent rate negatively its 
handling of unemployment and 71.5 percent its handling 
of environmental issues, 70 and 69.5 percent view neg- 
atively the government's performance regarding eco- 
nomuc progress and inflation, respectively. 

Some “good signs” for the government, Pretenderis 
notes, are that 39.3 percent of respondents believe that 
another government would do no better than the present 
one regarding the economy. Moreover, “in a period of 
general dissatisfaction... and negative ratings, the unde- 
cided voters are on the increase, but PASOK gains are 
minimal: only 2.2 percent of ND voters have switched, a 
figure representing less than | percent of the clectoral 
bods 
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Yilmaz Interviewed on U.S. Role in Cyprus 

TA1S07°200991 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish ISS2 GMT 15 Jul 91 

[Interview with Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz by Altan 
Oymen on the “A Look at the World” program: date not 

given—recorded] 

{Oyvmen] Mr. Prime Minister, we are on the eve of the 
U.S. President's visit. Naturally, many issues will be 
discussed during this visit, but rs seems that the Cyprus 
problem will be among them. The Turkish press 1s 
commenting on the issue extensively, sometimes with 
concern. Where do we stand now on the Cyprus 
problem” Can you summarize for us” 

[Yilmaz] When I look at the Cyprus problem, | see two 
parallel paths. One of them 1s marked by efforts for the 
realistic reestablishment of the partnership state that was 
set up in 1960 and destroyed by the Greek Cypriots in 

1963—of course drawing the necessary lessons from 
developments since then and considering the different 
characteristics of the two communities. As you know, 
this 1s the basic aim of the efforts of the UN secretary 

general within the framework of his goodwill mission. 
The second path 1s marked by developments that make 
permanent the cxisting reality of Cyprus—that 1s, two 

separate States—that was created by the intransigent and 

hegemonistic attitude of the Greek Cypriot side. 

Until today, the Turkish Cypriot side has constantly 

contributed to the first path, that 1s to efforts to establish 

a partnership state. As for Turkey, we have continuously 

encouraged and supported this attitude. As you can 

appreciate, however, such efforts cannot yield any results 

if only one side shows goodwill, if only one side adopts a 
constructive attrtude. Even though the Turkish Cypriots 
have always been very sensitive—justifiably so—about 

their nghts and interests, they have always tried to help 

bring these efforts to fruition within the framework of 
the UN secretary general's goodwill mission. Unfortu- 
nately, however, the Greek Cypriots have failed so far to 

extend the necessary support to these efforts. In fact, 
they have chosen propaganda activities that are not 

harmonious with the spirit of these efforts. 

The Greek Cypriots want others to formulate a solution 
on their behalf and in their interests and give it to them 
as a present. Obviously, this 1s not a constructive att- 

tude. Moreover, it 1s a futile arm. In the same way that i 
1S impossible to impose a solution to the Turkish Cyp- 
riots, it 1s empossible to force the Greek Cypriots to agree 

to hive with the Turkish Cypriots within the framework 
of a bizonal and bicommunal solution based on the equal 

political status of the two sides and equipped wit! 

effective guarantees 

1 belreve, however, that there 1s a path that has never 

been tried but that must certainly be tried. The duty here 
hes with third parties: that 1s, the parties that want to 

contribute to the solution of the Cyprus problem— 
mainly the United States. It 1s as follows: It must be 
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explained to the Greek Cypriots that, if they continue to 
pursue the same policy, they will have to live with the 
existing reality on Cyprus and will have to accept the fact 
that there are two separate states in Cyprus. 

{Oymen] Vasihou 1s recognized as the president of the 
whole of Cyprus. What you mean is that this situation 
must change? 

[Yilmaz] I mean this especially, because Resolution 649, 
which was unanimously approved by the UN Security 
Council, recognizes the cxristence of two separate com- 
munities having equal rights in Cyprus and stipulates 
that a solution must be accepted by these two commu- 
nitics with equal mghts. The Greck Cypriot claim to 
represent the whole of Cyprus lacks any legal or factual 
basis. The third parties must both explain this to the 

Greek Cypriots and reflect this in their own approach to 
the Cyprus problem and. naturally, in their approach to 
the Turkish Cyprici side. 

{Oymen] Recently, President Bush made a statement 
mentioning three people, or three states, that will take 

part in the conference. He mentioned Vasiliou, Turkey 
and Greece, but he did not mention Denktas. He did not 
mention the president of the Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus. How do you interpret that? 

[Yilmaz] The United States 1s one of the main architects 
of Resolution 649, which I just mentioned. As you know, 
this resolution was adopted unanimously by the UN 
Security Council. Since this resolution accepts the exrst- 

ence in Cyprus of two communities having equal status, 
and since it foresees that a solution should be reached 
through negotiations between these two communities, it 
is impossible for the United States to forget that the 
Turkish Cypriot side 1s, like the Greek Cypriot side, one 
of the two sides. Therefore, | interpret President Bush's 
remarks as human forgetfulness. 

[Oymen] If such forgetfulness continues in other occa- 
sions, in other forums, will 1 be possible to be optimistic 
about the Cyprus problem” 

{Yilmaz} If the Greek Cypriot side reaches the maturity 
to realize that the intransigent attitude it has been 
pursuing so far constitutes the greatest obstacle to a 
solution, if the third parties make the constructive rec- 
ommendations | just mentioned, and if Greece, as the 
second motherland, extends its own contributions, we 
can be optimistic about the future of the Cyprus 
problem. 

{Oymen} You set quite a number of conditions to be 
optimistic, conditions that do not appear able to mate- 
rialize easily, at least for now. 

[Yilmaz] 1 did not mean to set them as conditions. These 
are certain needs. the lack of which had been felt over the 

vears, and which are decisive for a solution. 

{Oymen] The Cyprus problem will be one of the issues to 

be discussed during President Bush's visit. Naturally, 
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other issues will also be discussed. What are Turkey's 
expectations from these talks? 

[Yilmaz] Of course the Cyprus problem will also be 
discussed in the talks with President Bush. Let me say 
this now, however: President Bush is not coming to 
Turkey to discuss the Cyprus problem. Like the Cyprus 
problem, there are other important developments in our 
region. The developments in the Balkans and in the 
Soviet Union will be discussed. Of course, the continuing 
developments in the Gulf in the wake of the Gulf war 
will be discussed. As for the Turkish side, however, the 
most important result we expect from President Bush's 
visit 1s to provide Turkish-American relations, which 
until now have developed more in the dimension of 
defense and security cooperation, with a mcher content 
and to place them on broader foundations. In other 
words, we want to enrich our relations in the economic, 
commercial and scientific fields as well. In fact, this is 
what we understand from the term strategic relations 
between two countries. 

[Oymen] Thank you, Mr. Prime Minister. 

Foreign Ministry Condemns Attack in Athens 

7.41607102591 Ankara Turkive Radvyolant Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 16 Jul 91 

[Foreign Ministry statement dated 16 July] 

[Text] We strongly condemn the despicable attack on our 
embassy personnel in Athens, and we demand that the 
Greek Government take all the necessary measures, 

seriously and urgently, to ensure the security of all our 

missions in Greece and their staffs and to find the 
culprits who perpetrated the attack and bring them to 
justice 

The charge d'affaires at the Greek Embassy in Ankara 
was summoned to the ministry immediately after the 
news of the attack, and he was informed of our demands 
He was asked to update us on the results of the investi- 
gation and it was pointed out to him that the security of 

our diplomatic missions in Greece 1s the responsibility of 
the Greek Government. 

‘Deep-Rooted’ Hostility Blamed 

141607103091 Ankara Turkiye Radyolari Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 16 Jul 9] 

[Text] Gunduz Aktan, the Turkish ambassador in 
Athens, has said that the attack on the Turkish diplomats 
iS extremely grave. Aktan, who 1s vacationing in 
Bozcaada, Canakkale, made the following statement to 
Turkish Radio and Television: If the press, politicians. 
educational and other institutions of a nation engage 
artificially in such unilateral and deep-rooted hostility 
against Turkey, then it may be impossible to prevent 
such attempts despite all measures 
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Increased Terrorism, "Wave of Anxiety’ Viewed 

NC1IS07202591 Istanbul CUMHURIYET in Turkish 
10 Jul 91 pp 1, 19 

[Unattributed editorial: “The Extent of Anxiety...”] 

[Text] Vedat Aydin, the leader of the People’s Toul 
Party's provincial organization in Diyarbakir, has been 
killed. On S$ July 1991. unidentified individuals posing 
as policemen took Vedat Aydin from his house. His body 
was later discovered under a bridge. 

The incident has added to the number of shadowy 
episodes in southeastern Anatolia and, in fact, nation- 
wide. A wave of anxiety has hit the entire Turkish 
population. Acts of terrorism are not limited to south- 
eastern Anatoha. The victims of terrorist activities— 
police officials, generals. professors, intellectuals, politi- 
cians, parliamentarians, retired officers, and political 
party members—indicate to what extent national secu- 

rity has been damaged. The torture issue and recent 
reports on various cases of torture have further impaired 
Turkey's image. In its 1991 report, Amnesty Interna- 
tional, which has strongly denounced Aydin'’s murder. 
said: “Torture has been widespread and systematically 

used in Turkey for many years.” 

Unfortunately, torture became a part of daily life when 
the Motherland [ANAP] Party came to power in 1983. 
Expecting a change im this situation while the ANAP 
regime is still in power would be too optimistic. Acts of 
terrorism and torture do not begin or end suddenly. The 
ANAP administration has created the impression that 1 
18 trying to force Turkey to get used to torture and acts of 
terrorism in addition to a high rate of inflation. Unfor- 
tunately, neither the ANAP parhamentarians nor the 

ANAP administration appear to care much about the 
issue 

Nevertheless, compared with the past, the conditions in 

the 1990's are different. The political conditions in the 

1970's and 1980's required Turkey to maintain a more 
reclusive policy, a situation that has changed im the 
1990's. Foreign and domestic forces have come together 

in the region between northern Iraq and southeastern 
Turkey resulting in a complex and confusing situation. 
Various forces (official or private, secret or open, mih- 
tary or civihan) have been deployed both inside and 
outside Turkey's border. The intervention of the foreign 
military forces in the region, on whom Turkey's control 
is weakening every day, 1s adding an international 

dimension to developments. Naturally. these forces, 
which wish to turn the area into a new Lebanon, are 
involved in the developments 

Here is a clear statement: In the 1990's, Turkey must 

treat acts of terrorism as part of international politics 
regardless of the cause. Consequently, the nationwide 
wave of anxicty should be seen as normal. 
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Another reason for the uncasiness m Turkey 1s the 
ANAP administration's attempts to change the constitu- 
tional order to establish a presidential system in Turkey 
Is there any need to say that this idea has helped butter 
the bread of those who wish to create instability in the 
country” 

Yilmaz: All Means To Be Used To Fight Terror 

141607112091 Ankara Turkive Radvolan Network 

in Turkish 1000 GMT 16 Jul 9] 

[Text] Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz has declared that 
the government 1s waging a much more effective struggle 
than before against those who are trying to disrupt the 
tranquility and security of the country. Yilmaz received 
party members who arrived from Kutahya and Manisa 

In a Statement at the mecting. Yilmaz noted that al! the 
State's means will be mobilized to combat terrorism. He 
continued: The prosperity of the people constitutes onc 
of the most important goals of a government. When the 
indivisibility and integrity of the country are at stake. 
however. sacrifices can be made even with regard to this 
objective, Yilmaz added 

Interior Minister Comments on Weapons Seizure 

TAISO7184991 Ankara TRT Televiscon Network 

in Turkish 1°00 GMT 15 Jul 9] 

[Text] Interror Minister Mustafa Kaleml: has said that 
the operations in Istanbul and Ankara on the eve of a 
foreign president's visit to Turkey are important in that 
they show the extent of the action plans of the terrorists 

The weapons and equipment seized in the operations in 
Ankara vesterday were shown to the press today 

Speaking here. Interror Minister Kaleml congratulated 
security personnel for successtully conducting such a big. 
important operation. He said that some circles are asking 
why these operations were not carried out carher 

Kaleml: said 

[Begin recording} Let me say it clearly: If the police are to 
carry oul an operation, they do so when they believe it 
will achieve the best results. Therefore. | would like all of 
you to have peace of mind. I ask all my citizens to trust 

the police. The police know the mght time. [end 

recording] 

Kaleml: said that given a chance the police will be very 
successful. so the government will continue to extend all 
possible support to the security organization 

Commenting on the latest appointments within the 
organization, the minister said that they were routine 
and had been made in hierarchical order 

Ankara Security Director Mehmet Canseven said that 

the weapon used in the assassination of retired Licu- 

tenant General Hulusi Sayin was among those seized in 
Ankara yesterday. The police seized five prstols, 1! 
ready-to-explode bombs, 150 meters of time fuse. six 
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electrical fuses. maternals used im the manufacture of 
bombs. cotton rope used for making booby traps. cables. 
ammunition, and empty cartridges 

Meanwhile. police im Istanbul found 1.800 rounds of 
Kalashnikos ammunition in a car with a foreign hoense 
plate. The ammunition had been brought from abroad 
for an ilegal orgamzation. Istanbul Security Director 
Mehmet Agi sand that during the investigation con- 
cerning the 10 terrorists killed mm the operations on 

Saturday night. the police determined that a car with a 
foreign hoense plate was bringing 1.800 rounds of 
ammunition to this organization. Agw explained that 
police stopped the car m Bakirkoy. interrogated the 
driver. and found the bullets hidden im secret compart- 

ments mm the car The suspect ad.nitted that he was 
bringing them for an illegal organization. Agir sard that 
the imvestigation into the organization 1s continuing and 
that the booby traps found im the organization's houses 
been defused 

During the operation. 10 terrorsts were killed and 
several were caught. The police found numerous bullets. 
bombs. documents. and a weapon and bomb manufac- 
turing workshop 

Envoy Protests Swedish Security at 12 Jul Attack 
LDISO71- 079! Stockholm Svervees Radio Network 

im Swedish 1600 GMT 15 Jul 91 

[Text] Turkish Ambassador to Sweden Erdil Akay today 
handed in an official protest to the Swedish Foreign 
Ministry against the poor guarding of the Turkish 
Embassy in Stockholm on 12 July. when about 40 
demonstrating Kurds threw stones at the Embassy im a 
protest against the killing of Kurds in the unrest m 
connection with a funcral mm castern Turkey the previous 

week. No one was myured in the Stockholm protest 

Ecevit Comments on Solution of Cyprus Problem 

141607070897 (Clandestine) Bayrak Rado in Turkish 
to Cyprus 1830 GMT 1S Jul 97 

[Text] Bulent Ecevit. leader of the Turkish Democratic 
Leftust Party. has declered that, in effect. the Cyprus 
problem can be considered solved im a way. Ecevit was 
addressing a mecting organized by the Young Business- 
men's Association in Istanbul 

Ecevit noted that the Cyprus problem has been solved 
with respect to the security and sovereignty of the Turks 
living on the island. He pointed out that the fact that 
Greece and the Greek Cypriot Administration are drag- 
ging their feet 1s the real reason for the absence of an 
international solution to the Cyprus question. Ecevit 
remarked that the Greck Cypriots beheve that they can 

return to the past as long as the pressure on Turkey 
persists. while the Greeks are trying to ignore the Aegean 
problem by sustaining the pressure on Turkey. Ecevit 

added that the question of the Turkish Republic of 
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Northern Cyprus [TRNC] ss aot bere accorded suffi 
cent emportance. If the TRNC were rocognized by a few 
countnes. the Greck Cy prnots would have conceded to a 

tederation. Foevnt stated 

Commentary \iews Federations, Cyprus Problem 
\i ATT 1” *40) Jetanta (-’ NAVIWNN lurkivh 

| Protessor Haluk Liman column: “The General Trend in 
the World | 

[txcerpts} Public opmmeon has once again been focused 
on the (vyprus protiem as a result of UN Seerctarn 
Ceencral Javect Perez de Cuecllar’s vient to Turkey and 

Present Bush's capected viet to Ankara | Passage 

omitted] 

Presadent Bush has adopted 4 more enthusiast 

approach to the scttiement of the Cyprus problem 

especially sence the Crulf corres Fechng confident that 

1s the only superpower capable of enforcing international 

ruics and regulateons. the LU narted States has moved to 

take action on several regronal desputes. mncluding the 
( yprus promicm. Presadent Bush scems to believe that 
hes mmitiatives on Cyprus well be facetated by the Gow 
tees he established with President Turgut Oval during 
and aficr the Crulf orn Meanwhile 

that he capects Turgut (val to make concessions on the 

question of land and the number of Crreek Cypnots who 

will be allowed to return to settle on the Turkish Cypriot 
part of the sland President Bush ms confident that if 
Turgut (zal makes concessions on these two sues, then 
he will be able to comvimece the Greek ¢ ypPriot side to 

ts uwnderstoad 

agree to the princeple of politecal equality between the 

Turkish and Greek Cyprot communities and will be abk 
lve the vucsioon of guaranices 19 a manne accem loo row) 

alk io the two sees 

The Turkish C vont ede made « known from the start 

that t would return part of the 

holding to the Cereck rn sock 

sree Of cOOMOrN Stabelety and security. the Tourkroh oct 

has also made «t clear that « will not agree to make 

reviuce the Turkish Repub! of 

Northern Cyprus’ territery to hess than 

island 

land it currents 

From the port of 

concessions that 
%u mer ent cv thy 

Meanwhile. what the Greck Cyprots have demanded 1s 
far more than what the Turkish Cypriots are prepared to 

give The Guzelyurt | Morphow} areca, known for its citrus 

Plantations, and the Port of Gazimagosa [Famagusta] 
are among the arcas the Crreck ( ypriots want to add to 

ther own part of the country The Crock Cypriot 
demand tor land from the Turkish Cypriot ode is not 
mew. m fact, the Coreckh Cypriots have frequently lad 
clarm to the land held by the Turkish Cypriot wade Then 
demands have nonetheless always heen reyected by th 
Turkish Cyprots Regardless of the reports published w 
the press. | do not beheve that Javecr Perez de Cucllar 

and President Bush will make concrete proposals for 
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land concesssoms fy Turkes. Al the most. they may ask 

“Can you mot agree to a little lew than 29 peroent”™” 
[passage omuttcd] 

In considering the msuc of cesctiling Gireck Cyprots on 
the Turkesh Cyprot arca. the devclopments iw Eastern 

turope have brought to light how difficult 

Varnous cthas COmmunttocs bis together wethen a single 

Matec. (MH course. cach and cvers chan comments 

canna beoome independent that would mean the enter 

map of Europe would have to be changed. and a would 

be very difficult to prodact the comsogucncies of such a 
development Nevertheless it docs not seem possie to 
maintain the old admoenmirativc Structure m the malts 

nathonal countries, and the devclopments m V upostasia 

and the Sovect Uaron confirm the vice The comntmes 

that have moved to mak 

( yprus profiicem, as well as the Gireck ( yprots, should 

learn from the dev clopments m those two Cowntrocs The 

multinatronal federations on Europe hay 

establishing tederatroms in which the federal Components 

are teosels ynked and the mudi ndual natrons chs 

“yvcreign nmghis m ther own territory Force the 

Twrkesh « VpPrets to remtcgratc with the Cereek © ve prpts 

of placeng ( yprus wader the Creek © \prot communnys's 

dominatron will conflnt ech the eencral tread om 

Furope. and such an cflort m bownd to far 

m “hon 

mietiatiiwes be row « the 

hoewn to fava 

| 
shins mh cemitin ts What reason « there to adopt a pol 

with the general mternatronal trend 

Greek Proposal lo Disarm Thrace Being \ssessed 
Savile IRV] fmiwrs UNIT Ta j 

SOS GMT 18 Jul 91 

iTeat) Ankara (A. Ab—Ankare « evaluat + erect 

proposal to desarm th 

Turkes. Corecoe and Bulearia Porceen Vienstr sowrces 

sant on \Vilowndas 

ihrace frome om terrriores 

Crreoeh Prirrn Minister h stamlin \I twrtakes ry 

posed tast Freitas the Turkesh Thora mluding the 

European sade of the Bosphorus the western Thrace o 
(srecce and the Bulgarian lands near the Turkish am 

(ereek borders be disarmed to in prirsc’ truest arrong t? 

three Balkan states But the proposal docs not anticrpat 

disarmament for the Crreck mlands om the Acecan Seo 

rh at Turkes 

Bulgaria has supported the propose 

Ihe borcign Minesiry sowroes wand Anka s thowrcvng 

c\amning the propensal decline | wen 

But ofwervers say such a drarmament drsrogarcdiene th 

(orech wlands m the Aceean cannot be accepted by 

lurkes 

Agreement Reached on Black Sea t conomic Project 
Savydw wey) imivurw Jw Rea j \, 

n Turkish SOOO GMT TDS 

liext) Turkey, the 1 SSR.) Roman. and Bulgaria haw 

agreed on the test of the framcework agreement for the 
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Black Sea Economec Cooperation Project. The agree- 
ment will be signed m Turkey. which inmiated the 

project, during 4 mecting to be held at the governmenial 

or pressdcniual icvel 

\coording to an ANATOLIA report, the fourth round of 

talks on the propect. mnstiated by Turkey last year. was 

held on Moscow. Greece and Yugoslavia sent observers 

10 the meeting. on whoch the countnes bordering on the 

Black Sea partnipated. Greece expressed its desire to 
porn the propect. though ut 1s not a Black Sea country 

Ambassador Cizden Sandak. the Foren Ministry under 

secretary. who led the Turkish delegation at the meeting. 

sand thal the arcas of cooperation will be determined by 

a working growp to be formed after the agreement 1s 
signed 

Free trade \greement lo Be Signed With FFT A 

1 alsocuvany) Antara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
wna WV 18 Jui ¥] 

[Teat) Brussels (A A}—Turkes and the European Free 

Trade Association (EF TA) are preparing for signing a 
free trade agreement later thes vear, officials sand 

They sand the agreement would follow another agree- 

ment to be segpned between the EFTA and the European 
Community on detrneng and sctiing up of a European 

Trade Arca 

val hy parhaments of Turkey and the sx EFTA 
member cowntres, the tree trade agreement would be 

efiective as of Jan |. 199). officials sand 

i in appre 

Ihe EFITA consisting of Ausina Finland, loeland. 

Norway. Sweden and Swrtverland, was set up in 1960 to 

reduce customs duties and tacitate trade m the organs- 

ralvon 

Bosnia-lerzegovina President Continues Visit 

Received by Pakdemirli 

P4801 C4891 trhara lurkhiwe Radvolan Network 
m diurhowt linia Wi 7 Jui vi 

[ieat] Alya lvetbegovec, president of VYugoslavia’s 

Bosmia-Herzegovina Republic, has begun contacts im 
Ankara He called today on Ekrem Pakdemith, sate 
mineter ard deputy prime minister, for discussions 

(itthcual talks began later between the delegations of the 

two countries, headed by Pakdemuirlh and Ivetbegos x 

In a Matement during the talks. Pakdemuirh said that the 
Turkish Eaom Bank os ready to extend a loan to 

encourage trade with Vugoslavia and Bosnia- 
Herzego. ina 

Ivetoegovrn stated that hrs country favored the preserva- 
hon of Yugoslavia s unity, adding that he knew Turkes 

also held somuilar vreus 
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Meets With Foreign Minister 

P4l807°168991 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
S40 GMT IS Jul 91 

[Teat] Ankara (AA}—Foreign Minister Safa Giray met 
here on Monday with visiting President of the Yugoslav 
Republic of Bosnia-Herzcgovina, Alya Izetbegovic, and 
sand Turkey 1s ready to help Yugoslavia, within its 
means, in the solution of the crisvs 

Coiray sand the visit comcndes with the critical situation 
in Yugoslavia. and an exchange of opinions between (wo 

friendly countrics will be in both countries’ advantage 

He said the people of Bosmia-Herzegovina have close 

relations with the Turkish people and Turkey will be 

happy to give any necessary support it can give to help 

them during this critecal period. 

“In thes framework, I hope the visit of Mr. President will 

be beneficial and positive.” Giray sand 

As for Izetbegovic, he sand Turkey 1s a country influen- 
tral both im the East and in the West. and during the 
official talks he will give information to his “Turkish 

froends” on the latest situation im his country 

He said he 1s convinced Turkiye can help Yugoslavia 
during us critical pernod god his country [words indis- 
tinct} om the Balkans 

Later in the day, Ivethbegovic 1s scheduled to meet with 
Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz 

(on Monday evenimg he will attend a dinner given in his 
honour by Deputy Prime Minister and State Monisier 

Fkrem Pakdemirl: 

(in Tucsday morning he 1s scheduled to leave tor the 
Acgean summer resort of Marmaris where he will be 

received by President Turgut Oval 

Attends Dinner 

1.4/607°090391 Ankara Turkive Radyolan Networ 

im Turkish 2000 GMT 1S Jul 91 

[Text] Ekrem Pakdemuirh, state minister and deputy 
prime minister, has declared that the fnendly relations 

between Turkey and Yugoslavia will also contribute to 
stability on the Balkans. Pakdemuirli was addressing a 

dinner he hosted in honor of President Alya Izethegov 1 

from V ugoslavia’s Bosma-Herzegovina Republic 

In his dinner toast, Pakdemirh noted that Turkey 

attaches importance to developing its bilateral relations 

with the Yugoslav republics as well. He sand: We view 
our kinsmen living beyond our carting borders as 
bridges of fnendship 

Commenting on regional rssucs, Pakdemirh remarked 
that the possibility of resolving the Cyprus problem 
emerged as a result of the goodwill efforts on the part of 
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the Turkish Cypriots. If the Greek Cypriot side recipro- 
cates, the UN secretary general's goodwill mission may 
enter a positive stage, Pakdemirl: added 

In his speech, Izetbegovic said that he finds the Turkish 
Government's approach to the solution of problems 

positive. 

Libyan Foreign Minister To Visit for Debt Talks 

7407070930971 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 

O8IS GMT 7 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara (A.A)—Libyan Forcign Minister 
Muhammad al-Bishari 1s capected to visit Turkey thes 
week in an effort to normalize bilateral relations, which 
have been tense for some time, mainly duc to unpaid 
Libyan debts to Turkey, Foreign Ministry sources have 
said. The exact date of Al-Bishari’s arrival in Turkey, 
however, has not yet been decided 

Libya has not in recent years made payments on more 
than $800 million 1 owes to Turkish contractors oper- 
ating in that country. This will be the main point to be 
discussed in Al-Bishari’s talks in Ankara. the sources 
sand. 
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They said Libyan leader Muammar al-Qadindhafi 1s also 
planning to visit Turkey om the near future if the two 
countries setile their differences 

In the latest diplomatic contact with Libya. former 
foreign minisicr Ahmet Kurtcebe Alpicmocin visited 
Trpoh im March 

Decline in 1991 Foreign Trade Deficit Noted 

1.11407103291 Ankara ANATOLIA in Enelish 
900 GMT 14 Jul 91 

[Text] Ankara (A.A}—Turkey’s exports in the January- 
May pernod rose by 11.2 percent and reached 5 billion 

322 millon dollars 

This pulled the foreign trade deficut down by 16 percent 
and simultancously rarsed the ratio of compensation of 
imports by caports. 

According to the figures of the State Statistics Institute 
(SSI), the foreign trade deficut was 3 bilhon 227 milhon 
dollars in the first five months of 1990. but dropped 
down to 2 billhon 711 millon dollars this vear 

The ratio of compensation of imports by exports, mean- 
while, rose to 66.3 percent from last vears’s $9.7 percent. 
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